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1
Introduction

During the last two decades, we have observed that many 3D anima-
tion movies fetched large audiences [BoxOfficeMojo] partly due to the
interesting deformations they provided. Perhaps the most successful
series are, to name just a few, Madagascar (2005, 2008, 2012) [Dream-
Works b], Kung Fu Panda (2008, 2011) [DreamWorks a] (cf. Fig. 1.1),
Shrek (2001, 2004, 2007, 2010) [DreamWorks c], and Ice Age (2002,
2006, 2009, 2012) [20thCenturyFox]. The deformations in movies are
generated in an off-line fashion. Thus, artists can employ some elegant
but computationally expensive techniques to produce visually interest-
ing deformations.

Deformations are also found in computer games since a long time.
Since speed is a critical concern, the game characters are typically low
resolution polygonal models and deformed using a linearized skeletal
skinning scheme. Thus, there are deformation artifacts likely to be
perceived. A search for skinning variants that can reduce the number
of artifacts without compromising speed is still in progress.

Figure 1.1 Surface deformation enriches the visuals of character’ move-
ments in animation feature films: Corporal character (left) of Madagascar
2012 and Panda character (right) of Kung Fu Panda 2011. Image courtesy
of DreamWorks Animation (http://www.dreamworksanimation.com/).
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In virtual human modeling, the major concern for deformation is
realism. The skin deformation should be not only realistic, but also
reflect the motions of underlying muscles and soft tissues. To develop
such a deformation method, interdisciplinary knowledge has to be el-
egantly combined, including that of human anatomy, geometric mod-
eling, Newton’s second law of motion and so on.

Nowadays, visually pleasing or physically accurate deformations are
increasingly demanded in the aforementioned scenarios. This is mainly
attributed to the commodity powerful computers and the better realism
or visuals provided by deformations. The former fact provides a solid
testbed such that virtual models can fast mimic the material dynamics
of real-world objects as well as high-quality rendering, visualization
of the synthesized deformations. The latter fact is the direct driver,
pushing people both in research and industry community to strengthen
the visual effects via providing high-quality deformations as best as
they can.

The Computer Graphics community has been researching efficient
deformation methods, skinning schemes and authoring pipelines, so
that deformable bodies and characters can be efficiently incorporated
into computer games, animation and other graphics applications. A
perfect deformation technique should (i) preserve shape details and
volume, (ii) support skin and interior dynamics, and (iii) provide artist-
friendly control that is consistent with an existing rigging pipeline for
instance.

This thesis presents results of several novel deformation approaches
we have developed to show obtained improvements on character de-
formation. First, we review the most related methods in the first four
sections of this chapter, each of which covers a branch of research on
deformation.

1.1 D I R E C T S K I N N I N G

Skinning, often referred to as skeletal skinning, is to bind the character
skin, often represented by a polygonal mesh, to a hierarchical set of
interconnected rigid bones. The binding is established once the influ-
ence weights have been specified. The weights should support that a
bone will affect a set of vertices in an anatomical and intuitive manner.
Artists transform relevant bones to produce desired deformations, and,
in practice, they usually create user-friendly rig controls to reduce the
man effort. The modern approach of specifying bone transformations
is to use a motion capture pipeline, which is the process of recording
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actions of human actors and using that information to animate virtual
characters. Through skinning, character skin deformations are repre-
sented as data in the form of bone-vertex weights and bone transfor-
mations rather than directly the vertex displacements, thereby largely
compressing the animation data to be stored.

Linear blend skinning (LBS) is the simplest and fastest skinning
scheme, which combines the transformation matrices with per-bone
weights for each vertex. LBS still dominates the practical usage, espe-
cially in computer games due to its efficiency, though it exhibits shape
collapses near joints (the well-known candy-wrapper or joint-collapse in
cases of large rotations at joints such as shoulders). This is because a
weighted combination of the transformation matrices results in inac-
curate averages of rotations in 3D. Such LBS artifacts should be sup-
pressed in order to provide a high degree of realism in skin deforma-
tions.

One possibility is to expand the expressive power of LBS via pro-
viding additional weights per bone [Wang & Phillips 2002, Merry et al.
2006] or calculating new transformations from original transformations
typically using nonlinear procedures [Mohr & Gleicher 2003, Kavan
et al. 2009, Le & Deng 2013]. The new data is computed in a least-
squares sense, hence a set of example poses has to be provided. The
exemplars, however, are often not readily available, more or less hin-
dering the practical usages.

A more practical solution is to use a rotation-based blending that
results in intrinsic averages of rotations in 3D, thereby suppressing
the candy-wrapper artifacts. The accurate averaging, however, comes
at the price of reduced speed due to the nonlinear parameterizations
of rotations as unit quaternions [Kavan & Žára 2005], or dual quater-
nions[Kavan et al. 2008] for instance. Dual quaternion also effectively
handles the translational component of the transformation in addition
to the rotational component, hence dual quaternion skinning (DQS) is
an ideal alternative to LBS. The DQ blending can be linearized as multi-
ple linear blending operators [Kavan et al. 2009] to reduce the runtime
cost. To accommodate interesting, expressive character poses, which
involve extremely large rotations such as large bends and twists, the dif-
ferential blending [Öztireli et al. 2013] instead of conventional rotational
blending provides a solution. In this scheme, differential transforma-
tions are defined to represent the whole, large transformation so that
an intrinsic averaging is applied to small rotations. This method also
overcomes discontinuities arising in complex regions, where vertices
are influenced by multiple bones.
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Drawbacks of LBS can be alternatively reduced using morphing.
Pose Space Deformation (PSD) [Lewis et al. 2000] is a model of that class
of techniques. Vertex displacement offsets in the object local coordinate
frames are computed as pose corrections, between the LBS surface and
the desired surface that is resculpted by a modeler or animator. The de-
sired deformation is associated with a set of parameters including joint
configurations that define the corresponding pose. One or more de-
formations in the pose space are then interpolated by a scattered data
approach based on radial basis functions. The de facto interpolated
data is the displacement offsets. Storing the displacements per pose in
a large pose space is a memory inefficient approach, thereby making
the hardware rendering inefficient. EigenSkin [Kry et al. 2002] enables
a hardware implementation based on Principal Component Analysis
(PCA) [Jolliffe 2002]. By exploiting the significant redundancy that
exists in pose displacements, and decomposing the model into joint-
based domains that are learned from deformation influences obtained
using physical simulations, a reduced set of error-optimal eigenbases
for describing the displacements is constructed. The coefficients of the
eigenbasis instead of the displacement offsets are interpolated at run-
time, resulting in much lower memory consumption.

Skeletal skinning has inherent limitations due to the use of hierar-
chical, interconnected rigid bones referred to as handles. The influence
weights per bone (bone weights) do not vary much over a skin of in-
terest but do at joints. Thus, conventional blending using bone weights
effectively bends the limbs. This form of rigid bending is highly desired
for articulated deformable characters. However, many short bones are
required for stretching, twisting, and supple deformations which need
higher degrees of freedom of the manipulations, thereby increasing the
skinning complexity. So, rigid bones as handles would limit the space
of deformations possible to LBS or DQS.

Generalized LBS schemes replace the rigid bones by other types of
handles in order to expand the space of deformations. Curve skele-
ton [Yang et al. 2006, Forstmann et al. 2007] supports a wide range
of (expressive) poses, but coming at the price of requiring special rig
controls that are inconsistent with a traditional rigging pipeline. For
example, the line-of-action [Guay et al. 2013, Öztireli et al. 2013] concept
from 2D sketching animation is implemented to support the rigging of
curve skeleton. The line-of-action curves capture the characters overall
motion and balance, and naturally match the curve skeleton to provide
a guide to the artist for rigging.
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The cage which is a coarser control mesh enclosing the subject sur-
face is also a widely used handle type. Cage-based deformation, where
the displacement of a mesh vertex is computed as the barycentric co-
ordinates interpolation of its nearby cage vertices, provides direct and
precise manipulations, hence it is well suited for bulging and thin-
ning. Tedious tasks in practice are to establish a proper cage and then
manipulate it. The coordinates, used as weights for summing the de-
formed cage vertices in the deformation process, are critical to accurate
deformations. Several coordinate functions are proposed, leading to
different generalized barycentric coordinates presenting their own ad-
vantages and disadvantages. The Mean Value Coordinates (MVC) [Ju
et al. 2005] which are derived via mean value interpolation, though, are
popular to use, they may contain negative values such that inevitable
artifacts may appear. Harmonic Coordinates (HC) [Joshi et al. 2007] are
non-negative, but do not have closed-form expressions as the coordi-
nate function is harmonic. Thus, to compute them is difficult. Green
Coordinates (GC) [Lipman et al. 2008] have closed-form expressions
and shape-preserving property. They are defined on vertices as well as
the faces of the cage, thereby requiring larger number of terms (both
normals and displacements) of the summing than MVC and HC.

A recent trend is to use point handles. The starting motivation is
that points are perhaps the easiest handles to position. In contrast, to
embed a skeleton into a character volume is more difficult, as trans-
forming a joint would shift its incident bones outside the volume due
to the hierarchy of skeleton. LBS with point handles is well suited for
handling twisting, stretching, and supple deformations, which are dif-
ficult to achieve by skeleton-based LBS. This is because the per point
handle influence weights have the characteristics: they vary much over
a limb. Computed for point handles by the Bounded Biharmonic Weights
method [Jacobson et al. 2011] which computes the influence weights
via minimizing a Laplacian energy subject to bound constraints, the
weights satisfy the properties critical to accurate deformations: local-
ity, sparsity, and smoothness.

Several works have demonstrated the effectiveness of using point
handles in character deformation. These skinning schemes use a hybrid
rig controls composed of point handles, rigid bones and or cages [Ja-
cobson et al. 2011, Jacobson & Sorkine 2011, Kavan & Sorkine 2012].
However, for the simplicity of skinning, it is worth researching a fully
point handles based skinning scheme.

In the case where a vertex is influenced by many (normally, > 4) han-
dles, the skinning model is associated with dense-weights per handle.

Chapter 1. Introduction 7



A weight reduction scheme (e.g. [Landreneau & Schaefer 2010] or [Le
& Deng 2013]) can be employed to reduce the number of non-zero val-
ues of the weights (normally represented as a vector) per handle, so
not only making the hardware rendering efficient, but also largely ac-
celerating the computations involving blending on CPU. The speedups
come at the price of giving rise to only an approximation of the original
deformation.

Modern research on skinning seeks an automatic rigging pipeline:
automatic skeletonization from a static shape [Baran & Popović 2007,
Shapira et al. 2008, Jacobson et al. 2014], automatic weights [Baran &
Popović 2007, Jacobson et al. 2011, Dionne & de Lasa 2013], and auto-
matic specifications of the degrees of freedom [Gleicher 1999, Shi et al.
2007, Jacobson et al. 2012]. Encouraging results specific to humanoid
shapes have been obtained, but to achieve a fully automatic pipeline
still remains an open question as there are indeed intractable prob-
lems [Jacobson et al. 2014]. For example, the skeleton is embedded
sub-optimally into the volume due to the large degrees of freedom of
locating the joints.

The automatic skinning method based on skinning decomposition [James
& Twigg 2005, Kavan et al. 2010] is more attractive than the automatic
methods mentioned above, which is an algorithm that learns a LBS
model from a mesh sequences. By imposing orthogonal constraints on
bone rotations [Le & Deng 2012], the resulting LBS model is compati-
ble with rigid bones suitable for motion editing. By removing redun-
dant bones, and smoothing the weights using a rigidity regularization
term [Le & Deng 2014], the skeleton and joint positions were robustly
extracted, thereby resulting in an artist-friendly rig control.

Direct skinning does not support nonlinear elastic deformations. As
a result, clearly visible distortions may appear at vertices that are lo-
cated close to joints in the skeleton. This is because these vertices are
bound to multiple bones and then the closed-form blending for each of
that is performed. The nonlinear elastic deformations could be mim-
icked by optimizing the influence weights [Kavan & Sorkine 2012],
hence delivering results visually similar to a nonlinear elastic defor-
mation method. This extension of skinning lets professional rigging
artists enjoy the convenience of LBS, while the joint-bulging artifacts
are suppressed. However, the post-optimization of weights is achieved
by energy minimization, thus the method is no longer a direct skinning
method.
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1.2 E L A S T I C E N E R G Y

Methods that cast deformations as an elastic energy minimization prob-
lem are employed to produce shape details preserving deformations.
Without loss of generality, the energy is referred to as the rigidity en-
ergy constructed over the shape. The energy minimization is a form of
quadratic variational minimization problem [Botsch & Sorkine 2008].
The global unique minimum is achieved by solving a linear system of
equations, hence such methods are called linear.

Though surface deformation problem is inherently non-linear, linear
variational deformation methods are attractive due to their robustness
and computational efficiency. Linear methods, however, provide an
approximation of nonlinear deformation and thus cannot handle large
rotations. Thus, local rotations of a surface element, which is often a
vertex-based definition (the element consists of the faces incident to a
vertex), have to be incorporated into the objective function. Commonly,
the local rotation of a vertex is deduced by Singular Value Decompo-
sition (SVD) [De Lathauwer et al. 1994] of the matrix built based on
one-ring neighbors of that vertex. This is a nonlinear procedure, so the
rigidity energy turns out to be nonlinear accordingly. The Laplacian-
based energy formulation used for as-rigid-as-possible surface mod-
eling [Sorkine & Alexa 2007] is a model of nonlinear methods. This
formula is conceptually easy to understand, easy to implement, and
leads to no translation-insensitivity.

For intuitive manipulations, the objective function is subject to po-
sitional constraints. Users can fix certain mesh vertices, and prescribe
the positions of some others at runtime. However, large rotational de-
formations would lead to undesired volume changes.

To preserve the volume throughout the deformation, global or local
volume constraints need to be defined [Huang et al. 2006, Ben-Chen
et al. 2009]. Such constraints are often complex to design, and are
not as-intuitive-as positional constraints to edit on-the-fly. Thus, many
surface-based variational energies with volume constraints are not able
to preserve the shape locality and the volume simultaneously. In gen-
eral, the surface-details preservation comes at the price of a loss of
volume. For example, the method proposed by Lipman et al. [Lipman
et al. 2007], first guaranteed shape details preserving deformations, and
then scaled the frames which represent the mesh to compensate for vol-
ume changes using a local volume analysis, which links the volume of
an object to its surface curvature.

Chapter 1. Introduction 9



Surface-based energy minimization is bound to the surface repre-
sentation, hence it may encounter geometric issues such as degener-
ated triangles. Also, surface-based energy might not be as natural as
a volumetric discretization with a physically plausible elastic energy.
By directly formulating the elastic energy over the volume domain, the
complexity of elasticity modeling is reduced.

There are remarkable advantages when using a volumetric represen-
tation. On the one hand, the elastic energy is free from volume con-
straints. On the other hand, the volumetric energy easily draws from
the surface-based objective function. Only the definition of discrete
element and associated weights need to be adapted.

However, vulnerabilities also exist. A volumetric discretization usu-
ally results in denser data to be processed than the original surface.
Volumetric deformations also have to be projected back to the original
surface using a mapping function. The function should support high-
order smoothness, but often coming at the expense of increased com-
putational cost. For instance, the volumetric energy using voxelization
proposed by Botsch et al. [Botsch et al. 2007] is associated with tri-
harmonic radial basis functions [Sieger et al. 2012] used for scattered
data interpolation. These basis functions are highly, computationally
expensive, though they provide high-quality and C2-continuous defor-
mation fields.

For incompressible objects, the volume is ideally held constant through-
out the deformation. The above methods based on variational mini-
mization generally cannot realize that. If accurate volume preserva-
tion is demanded, to date the best way is to apply geometric vol-
ume corrections. A displacement vector field, which could be com-
puted automatically [von Funck et al. 2008], or controlled manually
via one-dimensional profile curves [Rohmer et al. 2009], is applied as
constraints on vertices to conserve the volume after deformation. The
accuracy comes at the price of more user interactions with respect to
variational deformation. Users have to specify the weights used to
control the degrees of volume preservation when dragging the profile
curves [Rohmer et al. 2009].

1.3 E L A S T I C I T Y S I M U L AT I O N

Both elastic energy and elasticity simulation produce elastic deforma-
tions, but the latter approach involves constructing dynamic models of
animated objects and computing their motions via physical simulation.
One goal of simulation is to provide physical accuracy and correctness,
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thereby leading to physically plausible realism of the interior dynamics
and the quasistatic skin.

According to the elastic theory, the object’s material has the property
that the object is deformed under external forces and can regain its
original shape after the forces are removed. The external force applied
on a specified area is known as stress, and the amount of deformation
is called the strain. This theory is employed to construct the ordinary
differential equations governing the material dynamics, namely New-
ton’s second law of motion. The dynamics of a deformable model are
simulated by updating the time dependent coordinates of points in the
model. This is obtained by numerically solving (i.e. integrating) the
resulting system of algebraic equations from the differential equations.
Stability and accuracy are two main criteria we need to consider when
choosing a suitable time integration scheme. The scheme is in fact an
approach used in numerical analysis for obtaining numerical solutions
of time-dependent ordinary and partial differential equations. In gen-
eral, explicit schemes that advance the state of the simulation system
from the current state are fast to implement and compute while they
are only conditionally stable. Implicit schemes, which update the sys-
tem by solving an equation involving both the current state and the
state at a latter time, are stable for arbitrarily large time steps, but this
gain comes at the price of additional computational overhead.

To realize a computer implementation, the differential equations gov-
erning the material dynamics need to be discretized as they describe
the mechanical behavior of materials as a continuous mass (continuum
mechanics [Fung 1977]). There are typically two methods discretizing
the continuum model, namely the mass-spring system and the Finite
Element Method (FEM) [Cook 1994].

A mass-spring system constructs the equations of motion on discrete
models. These models consist of point masses connected together by
a network of massless springs, which are regularly spaced in a lat-
tice [Terzopoulos & Waters 1990], or a grid [Liu et al. 2013] for in-
stance. In common, the springs are modeled as being linearly elastic
according to the classic Hooke’s law, which is a principle of physics
that states that the force needed to extend or compress a spring by
some distance is proportional to that distance. It is also possible to
reduce oscillations by viscoelastic springs that damp out relative mo-
tions. Time-dependent dynamics of Hookean springs can be integrated
quickly [Liu et al. 2013] though with a loss of precision within an ac-
ceptable range, thereby supporting real-time simulations.

Using mass-spring systems to conserve the volume is difficult, since
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normally only the spring lengths are preserved. FEM is more suitable
for this task. The object is viewed as a continuously connected volume
whose domain is discretized using a mesh composed of 3D polyhedra
called elements. Then, FEM is employed to turn the Partial Differen-
tial Equations (PDE) of continuum mechanics into ordinary differential
equations over a finite number of elements.

In FEM, the material properties of the deformable object need to be
defined. Linear materials that have a linear stress-strain relationship
are commonly used in graphics due to their computational efficiency.
They have also been exploited for large rotational deformations us-
ing the so-called Stiffness Warping [Müller et al. 2002, Müller & Gross
2004] method. The basic idea is to warp the constant stiffness matrix
of the resulting system of equations used in linear approaches along
a rotation field. Significant, additional overload mainly lies in polar
decompositions, used to compute the rotations.

The model would distort badly for large deformations when using
materials with geometric linearity. The St. Venant-Kirchhoff (StVK)
material, which has a linear stress-strain relationship with the non-
linear Green-Lagrange strain [Barbič & James 2005], has been defined
to suppress such distortions. For its applications in real-time appli-
cations, the method called dimensional model reduction [Barbič & James
2005] is performed on deformable models with StVK material, result-
ing in simple internal force polynomials associated with precomputed
coefficients. Large rotational dynamics are then integrated at extremely
fast rates using an integration scheme called subspace implicit Newmark
integrators [Barbič & James 2005].

Domain decomposition is an alternative solution for simulating large
deformation dynamics with a linear model. For example, the simula-
tion model of an articulated deformable character is decomposed into
bone-associated domains, each which uses its local, rotated coordinate
frame to compute the linear elastic forces [Capell et al. 2002]. However,
it leads to discontinuity at the boundary of contact domains. A better
solution is to estimate a subspace deformation (also known as dimen-
sional model reduction) model [Kim & James 2011] for each domain,
and then deal with the seam artifacts via coupling domains by springs
that result in penalty-based coupling forces [Kim & James 2011].

Element inversion [Irving et al. 2006] can occur in large deformation,
even when simulating incompressible material, since one typically can-
not conserve volume for each individual element. Since constitutive
models for real materials are meaningful only for uninverted mate-
rial [Irving et al. 2004], the inversion issue should be addressed. The
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mechanism proposed by Irving et al. [Irving et al. 2004] can be em-
ployed to handle inverted elements. It first computes a diagonalization
of the deformation mapping to determine the direction along which
a given element is inverted, and then extends the FE model past the
origin into the inverted regime to obtain valid forces for inverted ele-
ments. These forces act to uninvert the element so that the deformable
object is guided towards a desired final shape.

Finite element simulation works well for small time steps but is un-
reliable for large time steps at or near the frame rate, largely hindering
potential accelerations. There is growing interest in performing simu-
lations at larger time steps [Su et al. 2013, Gast & Schroeder 2014].

Both Mass-spring and FEM are widely used in virtual human mod-
eling and simulation: torso model for laugh animations [DiLorenzo
et al. 2008] and breath simulation [Zordan et al. 2004] where springs
are muscle elements as force actuators, FEM based comprehensive up-
per body model [Lee et al. 2009], and human neck modeling based on
springs and FEM. In general, the modeling is anatomically inspired and
often requires interdisciplinary knowledge. Typically, a reduced set of
anatomical structures including bones as rigid bodies, and tissues as
deformable bodies are incorporated into the modeling.

1.4 S PA C E D E F O R M AT I O N

Space deformation was first introduced by Sederberg and Parry [Seder-
berg & Parry 1986], which is a universal deformation technique work-
ing with a wide range of object representations as it does not com-
pute deformations directly of the surface. The basic space deforma-
tion method called Free Form Deformation (FFD) defines a lattice with a
rather small number of control points that encloses the target object. By
manipulating the control points, the embedded geometry is deformed
smoothly. However, the regularity of the lattice makes FFD less flexible
to manipulate the concave regions of the embedded geometry.

Cage-based deformation uses a more general control polyhedron to
enclose the subject model in a tighter fashion. The polyhedron has a
better match of degrees of freedom to the embedded geometry. Defor-
mations from the cage are propagated back to the geometry by inter-
polation based on barycentric coordinates that are generalized to poly-
gons and polyhedra. The interpolation is often an affine sum of the
deformed cage vertices. The coordinates are ideally non-negative and
do not possess a local extremum in order to allow intuitive control in
the deformation process. For fast computations, the coordinates should
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also have closed-form formulas. For high-quality deformations, the co-
ordinates should lead to space deformations with a shape-preserving
property [Lipman et al. 2008], or provide more local and finer con-
trol on deformation [Zhang et al. 2014]. Local Barycentric Coordi-
nates [Zhang et al. 2014], which select for each mesh vertex a small
set of cage vertices rather than all as MVC, HC and GC mentioned
in the previous section, provide local control, and result in a compact
representation of weights that reduces the memory footprint. Thus,
they allow for fast deformations without performing weight reduction
(e.g. [Landreneau & Schaefer 2010]) on coordinates.

Scattered data interpolation based on radial basis functions (RBF) is
an alternative approach to compute space deformations. RBF supports
smoothness but has no shape-preserving property. A trade-off between
speed and smoothness is often required. For example, the compactly
supported Gaussian functions result in a sparse linear system to be
solved. The tri-harmonic radial basis functions [Botsch et al. 2007] sup-
port higher-order smoothness but give rise to a dense linear system
which is expensive and difficult to solve.

Space deformations are considered as a remarkable accelerating strat-
egy in computationally expensive deformation methods, in particular
the nonlinear, volumetric elastic energy (e.g. [Botsch et al. 2007]), and
the Finite Element models (e.g. [Barbič & James 2005]). By resorting to
space deformation, the relatively coarser representation of the subject
model carries out the energy minimization, or simulation, while the
original surface deformations of the subject model are maintained by
efficient space deformations.

Shape matching that establishes the correct correspondences between
two shape representations [Faugeras & Hebert 1983] also benefits from
the use of space deformation. The per-cell complex, used to compute
the least-squares transformations between its current configuration and
its goal configuration, is not bound to the original model representa-
tion. In contrast, the complex can be a structure that makes the com-
putations of transformations robust. The Fast Lattice Shape Matching
(FastLSM) [Rivers & James 2007] method, used to to simulate volu-
metric, large-deformation dynamics, heavily leverages the embedding
lattice which neighborhood structure is intuitive and easy to access,
thereby reducing the complexity of defining and summing the shape
matching regions.
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1.5 C O N T R I B U T I O N

An early PhD research was a detailed overview of existing work re-
garding shape deformation and character deformation. In that review,
the various methods described in research publications on (charac-
ter) deformation were classified into different aspects. This provides
a blueprint for PhD research to me as a novice researcher in the begin-
ning.

In addition to the common smooth skinning, there are a number
of methods that have been employed in character deformation. In re-
cent years, a growing trend is to improve the deformation realism in
terms of shape details and volume preservation, or provide the ex-
tra elasticity dynamics. Thus, research has increasingly stepped into
the fields of energy minimization and physics-based simulation. My
PhD work resulted in scientific contributions to these fields, which are
briefly summarized below.

We first explored physics-based simulations of virtual humans in or-
der to provide lifelike character deformations. In deformable character
animation, the skin deformation of the neck is important to reproduce
believable facial animation, and the neck also plays an important role
in supporting the head in balance while generating the controlled head
movements that are essential to so many aspects of human behavior.
Although the head-neck part plays an important role in animation, it is
largely overlooked in computer graphics. Additionally, in practice we
found its anatomy highly complex. Thus, developing a virtual model
of head-neck for simulation is extremely challenging. By consulting a
detailed 3D human musculoskeletal model and the neck biomechan-
ics reported in literature, we propose a human-neck model ready for
simulation. The modeling involved a lot of components, including
multibody system, mass-spring network, and meshing that converts
polygonal meshes into the representations required by Finite Element
modeling. Algorithms have also been researched to deal with the geo-
metric issues such as holes and degeneration of the polygonal meshes.
As a physics-based simulation model, there are inevitably quite a lot
of necessary parameters need to be specified. Our solution is to adap-
tively adjust the parameters reported in existing biomechanical neck
models. To perform simulations on a modern laptop, simplifications
are carefully made without notable downside to realism. The results
demonstrated the effectiveness of the model. However, physics-based
simulation is computationally expensive and has high implementation
complexity. Thus, we researched methods that are also able to produce
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elastic deformations as simulation while they are much easier to real-
ize. Our methods are based on variational energy minimization, which
is typically the way for elastic deformation. To preserve both shape de-
tails and the object’s volume throughout the deformation, we present
a volumetric energy based on lattice which facilitates the implementa-
tion due to its regularity. Space deformations were developed such that
only the hull voxels but not all need to be processed, as the mesh ver-
tices are contained only by these voxels. Our volumetric method has
versatile performance in various application scenarios such as games
and virtual human simulation, as we provided various space deforma-
tions that trade off speed against the realism.

To this end, our research on elastic deformation only contributed to
the improvements of deformation quality. For character deformation,
there are other aspects we must consider, notably localized deforma-
tion changes of limbs and the usability of the rig control. To employ
our deformation methods in character deformation, a novel method
and scheme are proposed, which will be presented in Chapter 5 and 6

of this thesis. The method was to compute space deformation, which
is a typical accelerating strategy used in computationally expensive de-
formation methods, especially the Finite Element models and the non-
linear variational energies. By partitioning the character into multiple
bone-associated domains, and attaching each to a linear system that
smoothly interpolates surfaces, our space deformation method guaran-
tees the smoothness and avoids interplay between limbs. Thus, using
our method, elastic deformations will be produced and the characteris-
tics of character deformation will be also supported. For animation, we
need an artist-friendly rig control that not only largely reduces the rig-
ging effort, but also retains the space of deformations supported by the
aforementioned deformation methods. Otherwise, to manipulate the
character skin and pose the character for a sequence of deformed skin
will be very time consuming. We developed a novel skinning scheme
that elegantly combines point handles, blend skinning, and nonlinear
variational energy minimization. Point handles are much easier to de-
sign than skeleton and cages, while skinning with them the space of
deformations is expanded due to the introduced elastic deformations.
The new scheme has been examined by a variety of elaborate experi-
ments and employed in character animation.

All the methods presented in this thesis are easy to implement and
have high performance. As such, they are attractive to real-time graph-
ics applications such as computer games. Thus, the methods may have
immediate effect in boosting the deformation quality of such applica-
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tions that currently endure poor user experience on deformation, partly
because the linear blend skinning as the dominant deformation tech-
nique in games exhibits shape-collapse artifacts at the joints.

1.6 T H E S I S O U T L I N E

This thesis is divided into four parts. Part I contains this introduc-
tion and the preliminaries. We present the deformation methods in the
main two parts, Parts II and III, of this thesis, each of which covers a
different aspect of research on deformation with a particular focus on
character animation. Part IV contains some concluding remarks and an
overview of future work.

Part II – Elastic Deformation

This part of this thesis describes several methods that reproduce skin
deformation dynamics in virtual human modeling, via simulating elas-
tic materials, or preserve shape details and volumetric properties through-
out the deformation using geometrically-motivated elastic models. The
content is based on the results from our research on elastic deforma-
tion.

Chapter 3 describes a biomechanical human neck model for simulat-
ing the neck dynamics, which are important to reproduce believable
facial animation, and support the head in balance while generating the
controlled head movements essential to so many aspects of human be-
havior. In our model, relevant anatomical structures available in a 3D
model of human musculoskeletal system are modeled as deformable
bodies or linked rigid bodies. These virtual bodies are then coupled
using soft constraints via elastic springs. Based on our model, both
underlying muscular dynamics and skin deformations of the neck can
be simulated.

Chapter 4 describes two methods based on voxels as the volumetric
representation of an object. With voxels, the methods are easy to im-
plement, and have stable performance. A variety of results show the
promising prospects of their applications in surface deformation.

Part III – Character Deformation

This part of this thesis contains the results from our research on
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adapting the methods of elastic deformation to character deformation
and rigging.

Chapter 5 describes how to compute space deformations based on
domain-decomposition when employing variational energies, or Finite
Element models to increase the realism of character deformation. Our
method supports smoothness and local controllability of deformations,
and can achieve interactive interpolating rates.

Chapter 6 describes a novel rig control based on point handles for
character skinning. We design a deformation metaphor which is well
suited to point handles, resulting in a novel skinning scheme fully
based on point handles. Our scheme is as efficient as skeletal skin-
ning for bending limbs, while it is more flexible by allowing versatile
character posing on-the-fly.
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2
Preliminaries

In this chapter, the fundamentals necessary to the work of this thesis
are presented. Each section covers the brief mathematics essential to
a research line of blend skinning, smooth data interpolation, elastic
energy, and physics-based elasticity simulation, respectively.

2.1 S K E L E TA L S K I N N I N G

A skeletal model consists of B bones, and a skin mesh S containing N
vertices {v1, ..., vN} in rest pose. Each vertex vi is bound to the bones
by influence weights, expressed as a vector wi = (wi,1, ..., wi,B). Given
an arbitrary blending technique Φ, when specifying the rigid transfor-
mations of bones {T f

1 , ..., T f
B} at frame f , the deformed vertex positions

are computed as follows:

v f
i = Φ(wi; T f

1 , ..., T f
B)vi (2.1)

The simplest and fastest blending is a weighted combination of the
transformation matrices (a.k.a. linear blending) in the form of

ΦLBS(wi; T f
1 , ..., T f

B) =
B

∑
j=1

wi,jT
f
j . (2.2)

This linear technique results in non-intrinsic averages of rotations in
3D, thereby leading to joint-collapse artifacts in case of large rotational
deformations. One common solution is to re-parameterize the trans-
formation by dual quaternion [Kavan et al. 2008] that represents both
3D rotation and translation. The resulting dual quaternions are then
blended with influence weights, leading to the final dual quaternion
used to transform the vertex.

The following describes how to blend the transformation matrices by
dual quaternions. Let T be represented by a 4× 4 homogeneous matrix,
denoted by M, that performs the rotation, followed by a translation
given by (tx, ty, tz)ᵀ. Without loss of generality, Euler angles, denoted
by R(α, β, γ), are used to describe the orientation. Thus, M is written
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as follows:

M =


cos α cos β cos α sin β sin γ− sin α cos γ cos α sin β cos γ + sin α sin γ tx
sin α cos β sin α sin β sin γ + cos α cos γ sin α sin β cos γ− cos α sin γ ty
− sin β cos β sin γ cos β cos γ tz

0 0 0 1

 (2.3)

Let q(ω, x, y, z) = ω + xi + yj + zk denote the quaternion. The norm of
q is ‖q‖ =

√
ω2 + x2 + y2 + z2, hence q is normalized as q/‖q‖. The

unit quaternion describes the rotation given by ω about the axis given
by (x, y, z)ᵀ. The routine that converts M to q is given as follows:

�

�

�

�

Algorithm 2.1.1: toQuaternion(M)

comment: Compute coefficients ω, x, y, z

Tr ← tr(M)
if Tr > 0

then


S← 2 ·

√
Tr

x ← (M2,1 −M1,2)/S
y← (M0,2 −M2,0)/S
z← (M1,0 −M0,1)/S
ω ← 0.25 · S

else



if (M0,0 > M1,1) ∧ (M0,0 > M2,2)

then


S← 2 ·

√
1.0 + M0,0 −M1,1 −M2,2

x ← −0.25 · S
y← −(M0,1 + M1,0)/S
z← −(M2,0 + M0,2)/S
ω ← (M1,2 −M2,1)/S

else if M1,1 > M2,2

then


S← 2 ·

√
1.0 + M1,1 −M0,0 −M2,2

x ← −(M0,1 + M1,0)/S
y← −0.25 · S
z← −(M2,1 + M1,2)/S
ω ← (M2,0 −M0,2)/S

else

then


S← 2 ·

√
1.0 + M2,2 −M1,1 −M0,0

x ← −(M2,0 + M0,2)/S
y← −(M1,2 + M2,1)/S
z← −0.25 · S
ω ← (M0,1 −M1,0)/S
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The quaternion q is converted back to a 4× 4 matrix as follows:

M
′
=


1.0− 2y2 − 2z2 2yx + 2zw 2zx− zyw 0

2yx− 2zw 1− 2x2 − 2z2 2zy + 2xw 0
2zx + 2yw 2zy− 2xw 1.0− 2x2 − 2y2 0

0 0 0 1

 (2.4)

As the conversion implies, the quaternion cannot represent the transla-
tional component of the transformation matrix M since the last column
of M

′
is not the original translation vector (tx, ty, tz, 1)ᵀ.

Let q̂(ω̂, x̂, ŷ, ẑ) = ŵ + x̂i + ŷj + ẑk denote the dual quaternion. A
dual quaternion is also considered as a sum of two ordinary quater-
nions, q̂ = q0 + εqε, where q0 is the non-dual part, qε the dual part, and
ε a dual unit satisfying ε2 = 0. To convert M to q̂, first, using Algo-
rithm 2.1.1 to construct q0 = a + bi + cj + dk that describes the rotation,
and second, using the following formula to construct qε that represents
the translation:

qε =
ε

2.0
(txi + ty j + tz j)q0

= −0.5(txb + tyc + tzd) + 0.5(txa + tyd− tzc)i
+0.5(−txd + tya + tzb)j + 0.5(txc− tyb + tza)k (2.5)

Multiple dual quaternions are blended with influence weights as fol-
lows:

q̂blend = ΦDQ(wi; q̂ f
1 , ..., q̂ f

B)

=
wi,1q̂ f

1 + ... + wi,Bq̂ f
B

‖wi,1q̂ f
1 + ... + wi,Bq̂ f

B‖
(2.6)

This in fact blends the non-dual part and dual parts, respectively. Blended
q0 and qε are then normalized by ‖q0‖, and denoted by q0 = a0 + b0i +
c0 j + d0k and qε = aε + bεi + cε j + dεk for the sake of convenience in
writing.

Let vε = (bε, cε, dε) and v0 = (b0, c0, d0). The formula that recovers
the translation from a dual quaternion is

(tx, ty, tz) = a0vε − aεv0 + v0 × vε. (2.7)

The dual quaternion is converted to a 4× 4 transformation matrix
used to transform the vertex in the form of∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣

M
′
3×3

tx
ty
tz

0 0 0 1

∣∣∣∣∣∣∣∣ ,
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where the rotation matrix M
′
3×3 is recovered from quaternion q0 using

Eq. 2.4. Thus, the dual quaternion describes both rotation and transla-
tion in a compact representation.

2.2 R B F I N T E R P O L AT I O N

Scattered data interpolation based on radial basis function (RBF) is a
well behaved and efficient interpolation scheme in high dimensional
spaces:

i. It guarantees smooth interpolation from a sparse set of point sam-
ples.

ii. It allows direct and compact representation of the function pa-
rameters (only in a matrix).

iii. It interpolates any desired values in the whole space spanned by
the basis vectors.

Thus, RBF interpolation is suitable for computing space deformations
in case the target surface is interpolated by the displacements of the
enclosing mesh’s control points.

Given the value of a scalar valued function F : R3 −→ R in N distinct
discrete points {pi|pi ∈ R3, i ∈ {0, ..., N − 1}}, the RBF system learns
a smooth interpolation function of F in R3. Each point p(x, y, z) ∈ R3

is evaluated in the form of a weighted sum of N radial basis functions.
Without loss of generality, the evaluation is a function in the form of

F(p) =
N

∑
i=0

ai ker g(‖p− pi‖) + C
(

1
pᵀ

)
, (2.8)

where ai are weights, ker g a kernel function taking the norm ‖p− pi‖
as input, and C = (c0, c1, c2, c3) the coefficient vector determining the
polynomial term. There are various kernel functions (e.g. Gaussian)
and norms (e.g. Euclidean norm) that can be used.
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Denote a (N + 4)× (N + 4) matrix G, a vector A, and a vector F as
follows:

F = (F0, ..., FN−1, 0, 0, 0, 0)
A = (a0, ..., aN−1, c0, c1, c2, c3)

G(N+4)×(N+4) =



ker g0,0 ... ker g0,N−1 (1, p0)
. ... . .
. ... . .
. ... . .

ker gN−1,0 ... ker gN−1,N−1 (1, pN−1)(
1
pᵀ0

)
...

(
1

pᵀN−1

)
(0, 0, 0, 0)ᵀ · (0, 0, 0, 0)


Equation 2.8 is then rewritten in a compact form of

GA = F. (2.9)

In the concept of subspace projection, the original space is in fact
projected onto the space spanned by N basis vectors. The resulting
system of equations is solved in a least-squares sense where the error
F−GA is orthogonal to each basis vector:

Gᵀ(GA− F) = 0. (2.10)

The coefficients are obtained by computing

A = (GᵀG)−1GᵀF. (2.11)

This is often solved by LU decomposition [Press et al. 1992b], and a
unique solution is available.

2.3 VA R I AT I O N A L E N E R G Y M I N I M I Z AT I O N

Elastic energy measures how much the object has been deformed from
its initial configuration. By minimizing the energy, the local appear-
ance of the surface or object’s volume under deformation is preserved.
Additionally, the elastic energy minimization is generally designed to
generate elastic deformations.

Let S ⊂ R3 denote a two-manifold surface, parameterized by a func-
tion ρ : Ω ⊂ R2 −→ S ⊂ R3. By adding a displacement vector d(u, v)
to each point p(u, v) in the parameterized space, the surface is to be
deformed to S

′
. Commonly, Ω is equal to the initial surface, so that d

is defined on the manifold surface itself.
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The classic elastic energy (so-called shell energy) measures the dif-
ference between S and S

′
in terms of stretching and bending, which is

E(S, S
′
) =

∫
Ω

ks‖I
′ − I‖2

F + kb‖Π
′ −Π‖2

Fdudv, (2.12)

where ‖ · ‖F is the Frobenius norm, ks and kb are used to control the
resistance to stretching and bending. The first and second fundamental
forms, I(u, v), Π(u, v) ∈ R2×2, and I

′
and Π

′
, measure geometrically

intrinsic properties of S and S
′
, respectively, such as lengths, areas,

and curvatures. However, the minimization of this shell energy is too
computationally expensive for interactive applications.

To reduce the computations, the energy E is simplified by replacing
the fundamental forms with first and second order partial derivatives
of d. The minimization of E is performed by applying variational cal-
culus [Botsch & Sorkine 2008], finally yielding the following formula:

−ks∆Sd + kb∆2
Sd = 0. (2.13)

∆ and ∆2 are the Laplacian (second order) and the bi-Laplacian (fourth-
order) operator [Hazewinkel 2001] w.r.t. S, respectively. Let us use the
notion dx = ∂

∂x
d and dxy = ∂2

∂x∂y
d, then we have

∆Sd = duu + dvv, (2.14)
∆2

Sd = ∆(∆Sd) = duuuu + 2duuvv + dvvvv. (2.15)

In deformation, without loss of generality, the surface S is repre-
sented by a polygonal mesh, whose topology is determined by N ver-
tices {v1, ...vN} and m triangles {t1, ..., tm}, ti ∈ {1, ..., N}3.

For a numerical solution of Eq. 2.13, a discretization of the differ-
ential equations has to be defined. This can be obtained by defining
a discretization of the Laplacian operator at the vertex based on finite
differences which are the discrete analog of the derivatives, leading to
the form

∆S(vi) = ωi ∑
vj∈N1(vi)

ωij(vi − vj), (2.16)

where vj ∈ N1(vi) are one-ring neighbors of vi (cf. Fig. 2.1), and

ωi =
1
Ai

, ωij = ωji =
1
2
(cot αij + cot βij). (2.17)

So the Laplacian operator for the whole mesh can be written in a
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Figure 2.1 One-ring neighbors (red dots) of vi and the dark grey area is the
Voronoi area Ai.

matrix notion Ls, which is

(Ls)ij =


∑vj∈N1(vi) ωij, i = j,
−ωij, vj ∈ N1(vi),
0, otherwise.

(2.18)

There are many variants drawing from the shell energy explained
above. One is based on the observation that the energy is minimized
if local transformations, denoted by Ri, that occur between S and S

′

are as-rigid-as-possible. The local transformations are defined on sur-
face elements, each of which is composed of a vertex and its one-ring
neighbors. In a simple form, for each vi, Equation 2.13 is rewritten as

∑
vj∈N1(vi)

ωij(v
′
i − v

′
j) = ∑

vj∈N1(vi)

ωij

2
(Ri + Rj)(vi − vj). (2.19)

The linear combination on the left-hand side is no other than the Lapla-
cian operator applied to all vertices V

′

LsV
′
= b, (2.20)

where b is a N−vector containing values of right-hand side expression
from Eq. 2.19. Ri of vertex vi is derived from the singular value decom-
position (SVD) of the covariance matrix Ci = ∑vj∈N1(vi)(ωi,jeije

′ᵀ
ij ) =
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Ui∑iV
ᵀ
i , and Ri = ViU

ᵀ
i , where eij = vi − vj and e

′
ij is the edge after

reconstruction [Sorkine & Alexa 2007].
In deformation, some vertices are constrained. This typically means

to fix certain surface part(s), and prescribe the displacements for other
part(s), called handle region(s). Such constraints are incorporated into
Eq. 2.20 by erasing respective rows and columns from LS then substi-
tuting 1.0 or 0 for corresponding variables, and updating b with known
values, which is demonstrated as follows:

LN×N =



1 2 · · · N−1 N

1 ∑ ω·,· −ω1,2 · · · 0 0
2 0 1.0 · · · 0 0
· 0 0 · · · ω·,N−1 0
· 0 ω·,2 · · · 0 0
· ω·,1 0 · · · 0 0

N−1 0 0 · · · 1.0 0
N 0 0 · · · −ωN,N−1 ∑ ω·,·


,

b = (b1, v
′
2, ..., bbN/2c, ..., v

′
N−1, bN)

ᵀ.

In this example, the vertex v2 and vN−1 are constrained ( marked in
green).

Since LS is sparse and symmetric positive definite, it can be fac-
tored efficiently by the direct sparse Cholesky factorization [Press et al.
1992a]. LS only depends on the initial surface, hence the factoriza-
tion is performed only once. For each new right-hand side, only three
times back-substitution has to be performed for each coordinate using
the obtained factorization. Finally, the solution results in the optimal
positions of unconstrained vertices.

2.4 E L A S T I C M AT E R I A L S

Physics-based simulation implies that the motion of a deformable model
is governed by Newton’ second law

Mẍ(t) = f, (2.21)

where x(t) represents the entire vector field of positions at time t, ẍ
the second derivatives, M a mass matrix, and f the force vector field.
There are also internal forces, computed from discretized continuum
elasticity, in additional to external forces due to the deformations.

Continuum elasticity. A deformable object is defined by its rest
shape, and coordinates m of a point in that rest shape are called material
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coordinates of that point. The object is deformed when forces act on
it, such that a point originally at location m moves to a new location
x(m), which are the world coordinates of that point. This leads to the
displacement vector field u(m) = x(m)−m that actually specifies the
deformation.

The elastic strain measures the spatial variations of the displacement
field, which can be nonlinear Green-Lagrange strain

εG =
1
2
(∇u + [∇u]

ᵀ + [∇u]
ᵀ∇u), (2.22)

or linear Cauchy strain

εC =
1
2
(∇u + [∇u]

ᵀ), (2.23)

where ∇· denotes the divergence. The material law governs the rela-
tionship between the internal stress tensor σ and the strain. In com-
puter graphics, the stress is often linearly related to the strain, e.g.,

σ = λ(tr(ε))I3 + 2µε, (2.24)

where I3 is the 3× 3 identity matrix, λ and µ are material-dependent
quantities called Lamé constants. This formula actually defines the
St.Venant-Kirchhoff material, a class of isotropic material, where the
stress-strain relationship only depends on Young’s modulus and Pois-
son’s ratio, which are two common coefficients defining the material’s
mechanical property. This is because the calculations of λ and µ only
depend on those two coefficients [Lam].

There are typically two methods used to discretize the continuum
elasticity, namely the Finite Element Method (FEM) and the mass-
spring network. Both of them have been widely used in computer
graphics for simulating deformable objects.

Finite Element Method. First, the volume domain of an object is
discretized into a finite number of disjoint elements, and then, the con-
tinuous function of the position vector field x(m, t) at time t is approx-
imated using the nodal positions of the elements. Within an element e,
we have

xe(m, t) = ∑
i

xi(t)bi(m), (2.25)

where xi(t) is the unknown position of the ith element node, and
bi(m) are fixed nodal basis functions (also called element shape func-
tions [Maas et al. 2012]) that define the relationship between the interior
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point’s displacement and the nodal positions. Thus, to solve a contin-
uous deformation turns into a solution of nodal positions.

In computer graphics, a simple FEM is used, where both masses
and internal and external forces are lumped to the nodes. So, given
nodal displacements and nodal basis functions, the strain tensor vec-
tor field can be computed (cf. Eq. 2.22 or 2.23), in turn the stress (cf.
Eq.2.24). The internal forces acting on nodes are then computed as the
derivatives of ε(m) · σ(m) with respect to the nodal positions. This
computation actually results in the stiffness matrix K ∈ R3n×3n that
relates the forces to nodal displacements

f = Ku, (2.26)

where f ∈ R3n, u ∈ R3n, and n is the number of nodes. This rela-
tionship is often nonlinear due to the nonlinearity of the more popular
Green-Lagrange strain tensor.

After FEM discretization, the dynamics of elastic object can be de-
scribed as

Mü + Du̇ + K(u) = fext, (2.27)

where u̇ are first derivatives of u, and D ∈ Rn×n usually a local
Rayleigh damping model [Liu & Gorman 1995] where the damping
is proportional to a linear combination of mass and stiffness.

Mass-spring. A mass-spring network consists of a number of point
masses connected by elastic springs. The motion of each particle (point
mass) is governed by Newton’s second law. The internal forces acting
on a particle are computed from the changes in lengths of all incident
springs.

Mostly, the spring is modeled as linear spring according to Hooke’s
law [Rychlewski 1984], which has linear elasticity

fint = k(‖xij‖ − lij)
xij

‖xij‖
. (2.28)

Here, lij and ‖xij‖ are rest length and current length of the spring con-
necting the ith and jth particles, respectively, and k the spring stiffness.

The Newton’s second law of motion for the entire mass-spring net-
work is

Mẍ = f(x, v). (2.29)

At a given time t, the state of the mass-spring network is defined by
positions x and velocities v of the particles.

The motion of a deformable object resulting from either FEM or
mass-spring is actually a second order system of ordinary differential
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equations (ODE). The simulation of the material dynamics is to com-
pute time-dependent x(m, t) by numerically solving the ODE (i.e. time
integration).

Time integration. Given the time step ∆t, the integration scheme
calculates the time-dependent values of the system at a later time t +
∆t. By iterating this procedure, the motion of the model is simulated.

The simplest way is to use the explicit Euler integration, where the
second order system is reduced to two first order equations as follows:

x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + ∆tv(t), (2.30)
v(t + ∆t) = v(t) + ∆tf(x(t), v(t), t). (2.31)

Explicit integrator, though, is fast and easy to implement, it is sta-
ble only if ∆t is smaller than a stability threshold. This is because
the method extrapolates a constant right-hand side blindly into the fu-
ture [Nealen et al. 2006].

An implicit integration scheme is stable at arbitrary ∆t (large or
small), as it considers the right-hand side as part of the solution pro-
cess. For instance, a simple form is

x(t + ∆t) = x(t) + ∆tv(t + ∆t), (2.32)
v(t + ∆t) = v(t) + ∆tf(x(t + ∆t), v(t + ∆t), t). (2.33)

However, this gain of stability comes at the price of computational over-
load at runtime.
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Part II

Elastic Deformation
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3
Physics-based Human Neck Modeling and
Simulation

This chapter describes a method for elastic deformation based on phys-
ically and anatomically motivated simulation. The method is particu-
larly employed to animate the skin of the human neck. In addition
to the skin dynamics, our method is also able to produce the inte-
rior biomechanics due to the underlying musculoskeletal system we
modeled. Thus, our method can be used to improve the realism of
deformation.

Characters should be capable of expressing their physical states and
emotional expressions convincingly in a 3D virtual environment. To
achieve that, many efforts are afforded to increase the realism of im-
portant aspects, e.g. facial animation [Sifakis et al. 2005, Fratarcangeli
2005, Zhang et al. 2004], tear simulation [van Tol & Egges 2009], skin-
ning of a skeletally-based deformable body [Kavan et al. 2007], and
breathing simulation [Zordan et al. 2004].

As an aspect of non-verbal communication in character animation,
neck animation should be considered important. First, natural inter-
action may be compromised by perceiving unrealistic deformations of
the neck in facial animation. Second, the neck plays an important role
in supporting the head in balance while generating the controlled head
movements that are essential to so many aspects of human behavior.

However, to our knowledge the neck animation has been overlooked
both in computer graphics and animation except [Lee & Terzopoulos
2006] and [Vasavada et al. 1998]. These two works have investigated
human neck simulation where kinematically and biomechanically gen-
erated motions are produced, but without explicitly focusing on real-
ism. The proposed models are generally not suitable for skin defor-
mation and therefore more detailed models accounting for the defor-
mation of underlying soft tissues were suggested [Lee et al. 2009] for
the upper human body and [Assassi et al. 2012] for the lower body.
Nonetheless, they are not suitable for interactive character animation
due to the high computational cost.

Current approaches rely on approximations by using techniques such
as skeleton based skinning [Kavan et al. 2007] for real-time neck ani-
mation. In general, such approximations guarantee a degree of realism
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Figure 3.1 We simulate the biomechanics of the human neck and develop
a physical skinning approach, and make use of the simulation in character
animation. From left to right: skeleton, skeleton-driven muscle deformation,
skinning, simulation, animation.

only from the graphical visualization and therefore lack physical accu-
racy, or like [Lewis et al. 2000] often require considerable manual work.
In the case the propagation of muscle motion to the skin layer is visible,
modeling muscle deformation based on dense motion capture data has
been investigated [Park & Hodgins 2008, Neumann et al. 2013]. Never-
theless, accounting for the physical or biomechanical facts, learning a
model of muscle deformation only from captured skin motion cannot
guarantee the accuracy of simulating the muscle dynamics. Attempts
to alleviate this shortcoming have been given by [Sifakis et al. 2005]
who learned the facial muscle functions from skin motion based on a
pre-defined physical face model, and [Tan et al. 2012] decided muscle
activations in a fibre-driven soft body simulator from prescribed loco-
motion.

In this chapter, we present a physical model for neck animation. We
directly investigate the biomechanics of the neck to solve the complex-
ity of the cervical anatomy and then simulate the skin deformation
based on simulated dynamics underneath (see Figure 3.1). The neck
anatomy is from the Ultimate Human Model (UHM) data set [UHM]
which includes a complete and accurate human musculoskeletal sys-
tem. A novel approach is proposed to construct the musculoskeletal
model that consists of deformable bodies and linked rigid bodies. In
more detail, we integrate the deformable bodies with the skeleton using
a soft constraint concept and therefore the skeleton drives the muscle
deformation. In order to use the simulated dynamics of the underlying
system for skin deformation, we bind each skin vertex to one muscle or
bone by an elastic spring and this processing is automated. As a result,
the skin deforms when the skeleton moves. We are able to simulate
the neck at interactive rates because our modeling is based on linear
elasticity (continuum) theory which is fast and easy to implement.
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3.1 P R E V I O U S W O R K

We broadly classify the approaches proposed for character animation
into the following categories. Our approach falls into the category of
physically based methods.

Geometric skinning. For its simplicity and efficiency, skinning of
skeletally deformable body is extensively used in real-time charac-
ter animation, especially the standard solution, linear blend skinning.
Popularly, we bind each skin vertex to one or more joints. However,
simple skinning will exhibit artifacts including skin collapsing effects.
A few alternatives have been approached, e.g. [Kavan et al. 2007], that
can remove some artifacts yet they still fall short of delivering natu-
ral skin deformation or producing realistic musculature or dynamic
effects.

Example based techniques. Such techniques beforehand provide a
number of input examples, and then synthesize the surface deforma-
tion using either direct interpolation between examples [Lewis et al.
2000], or more accurate yet more complex example interpolation [Rhee
et al. 2006], or fitting the linear parameters to match the provided exam-
ples [Mohr & Gleicher 2003]. Generally, a level of realism only limited
by the number of provided examples is offered. However, the genera-
tion of examples can be costly, requiring a lot of memory to store them
and animator’s labour [Lewis et al. 2000].

Capturing real subjects. These methods either exploit 3D scanning
device to directly capture the skin deformation [Allen et al. 2003], or
complete the shape based on motion capture data [Park & Hodgins
2008, Anguelov et al. 2005] of real people. Furthermore, muscle de-
formations also can be captured [Neumann et al. 2013]. While these
approaches are highly accurate, they require expensive hardware and
are subject-specific.

Physically based methods. From the anatomical or physical view,
it is logical to animate characters by simulating the underlying mus-
culoskeletal structures. Generally, the skeleton is modeled as an artic-
ulated multibody dynamic system [Lee & Terzopoulos 2006, Stavness
et al. 2011], muscles, fat and skin tissue can be modeled by either fi-
nite element method [Capell et al. 2002, Müller et al. 2002, Georgii
et al. 2010] or mass-spring system [Zordan et al. 2004, Zhang et al.
2004, Fratarcangeli 2005].

Assassi et al. [Assassi et al. 2012] developed a lower human body
model consisting of finite element models, while Lee et al. [Lee et al.
2009] developed a similar model for the upper body. For visualization
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of the skin deformation, the former directly renders the model surface,
whereas the latter embeds a high-resolution skin surface as the visual-
ization geometry by means of barycentric interpolation of the surface
nodes from the nodes of the tetrahedral simulation mesh.

3.2 M O D E L I N G

This section presents the neck mechanical system of which each major
component is described hereafter, namely the skeleton, musculoskele-
tal structure, skin model and the numeric simulation.

3.2.1 Skeletal Model

In character animation, generally head movements including flexion,
extension, bending and rotation are generated directly by the configu-
rations of joints in the neck spine instead of muscle actuation, and con-
sequently result in deformation of the surrounding muscles. According
to the reference anatomical data from the UHM data set, C1-C7 cervical
vertebrae, hyoid, thyroid and cricoid are in the neck, and a collection of
neck muscles span the bones including sternum, skull, clavicle scapula,
costal cartilage and T1-T12 thoracic vertebrae. In our model, we will
only model the muscles (see Section 3.2.2) which are the most relevant
to skin deformation. Thus, only the bones that are spanned by one or
more of these muscles are incorporated into our skeletal model.

We model the skeleton as an articulated, multi-body dynamic system
where the bones are rigid bodies. As shown in Figure 3.2, the skeletal
model contains skull, hyoid, thyroid, cricoid, C1-C7, the base that is
the combination of sternum, clavicle scapula, costal cartilage and T1-
T3, and 3-DOF ball joints inserted between adjacent vertebrae, C1 and
skull, base and C7 by carefully locating the pivot points as [Lee & Ter-
zopoulos 2006]. Additionally, we adopt the structure from [Stavness
et al. 2011] which consists of a revolution joint constraining thyroid
and cricoid using the same way as locating ball joints, crossed elas-
tic springs (Eqn. (3.8)) connecting cricoid and base, hyoid and thyroid,
point-to-point muscle actuators (Section 3.2.1) coupling skull and hy-
oid.

Since Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2009] modeled the upper human body also
from the UHM data set, we are motivated to use the same mass value
assigned to each bone, and the details of the parameters are provided
in [Lee 2008]. However, unlike their approximation of the inertial prop-
erties of the skeleton from the dense volumetric mesh, we approximate
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Figure 3.2 The neck skeleton where red lines represent muscle actuators,
green lines springs, yellow cylinder the revolution joint and blue dots the
pivots of the eight cervical joints.

the inertial parameters of each bone directly from its density d = m/v
where m is the mass and v the volume.

Muscle Actuator

We model the muscle actuator as a linearized Hill-type muscle model [Lee
& Terzopoulos 2006]. The total muscle force is the sum of the forces
from a contractile element (CE) and a parallel element (PE), whereas
the length of the tendon is assumed be constant. The CE force is ex-
pressed as

fc = α foFl(l), (3.1)

where 0 ≤ α ≤ 1 is the activation level of the muscle, and fo the
maximum force of active muscle. The force-length curve Fl(l) is in the
form

Fl(l) = max(0, 0.5(1 + cos(2π(
l − lo

lo
)))), (3.2)

where l is the length and lo the optimal muscle length at which the
maximum isometric force of active muscle is developed. The maximum
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and minimum at which muscle can produce force is set 0.5lo and 1.5lo,
respectively.

The PE force is expressed as

fp = γ fo min(
l − lo

lmax − lo
, 1.0) + dm ė, l ≥ 0, (3.3)

where lmax is the maximum stretched length of the muscle, dm damping
coefficient, ė strain rate, γ weighting factor of the passive tension in
fm = fc + fp.

3.2.2 Musculature and Skin Structure

Muscle modeling

The muscles close to the skin layer are chosen as the relevant under-
lying soft tissue which are trapezius, sternocleidomastoid, sternohy-
oid and thyrohyoid. We model them as deformable bodies with vol-
ume preservation that introduces visual richness of a more detailed 3D
muscular model, resulting in realistic skin deformation. We use finite
element analysis due to its convenience in volume conservation. There-
fore a simulation mesh that is a discrete representation of the muscle
volume is generated beforehand based on the geometric data of the
polygon mesh in the UHM data set.

There are several meshing algorithms [Labelle & Shewchuk 2007,
Molino et al. 2003, Si 2006] aimed at handling complex geometry that
can be applied. Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2009] used the method proposed
by Monilo et al. [Molino et al. 2003] for the meshing of polygon meshes
from the UHM data set by first generating a Body-Centered-Cubic
tetrahedral lattice completely covering the volume of the human body,
and then use an algorithm similar to [Sifakis et al. 2007] to cut this lat-
tice along the skin surface to obtain the volumetric mesh of the human
body which resolves the muscle models. However, automatic mesh-
ing using the geometric data can produce a large number of elements,
hence making the simulation impractical. Despite that we can generate
coarser simulation meshes by increasing the element size as shown by
Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2009], a refinement will be required to the region
especially with high-curvature feature due to higher aspect ratios the
elements exhibited and so the large number of simulation elements is
still there.

To reduce the number of simulation elements, we do not generate
the volumetric meshes using the complete geometric data of the UHM
data set. We start by a cleaning step in which we subjectively select the
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Figure 3.3 Illustration of the meshing method. The polygon faces with
nearly parallel normals are extracted, a ray along the inverse normal di-
rection of each vertex is cast, and then the inner node of a hexahedron is
defined by picking a point on the 3D line representing the ray according to
the parameters (segments and offset).

geometric data of each muscle polygon mesh as the input to the next
step, meshing. Next we will explain how the pipeline is realized.

Based on an observation of the geometric complexity of the four se-
lected muscles in the UHM data set, we individually take care of each
polygon mesh. For sternocleidomastoid, sternohyoid and thyrohyoid
particular faces are extracted for which adjacent vertex normals nearly
parallel to each other as regular polygons are distributed on the sur-
face. We cast rays along the inverse normals and take the points as
new nodes on the line according to a pre-defined offset (2.5 mm) and
number of segments (1) (Figure 3.3), hence generate 91 hexahedrons
for sternocleidomastoid, 90 for sternohyoid and 152 for thyrohyoid.
However, this method is not applicable to trapezius due to irregular
faces and higher complexity in its geometry. To reduce the trapezius
model size, we only extract the neck part because, from an anatomical
view, by its FE model the skin patch at the back of the neck is mainly
influenced. A tetrahedral mesh generator [Si 2006] is used, and using
a maximum element volume of 1000 mm3 and minimum radius-edge
ratio of 2.0, the final simulation mesh for the trapezius results in 3,497

tetrahedrons. An overview of the modeled muscles is shown in Fig-
ure 3.4.

We use the Finite Element Method [Cook 1994] to solve the govern-
ing partial differential equations for continuum behavior. Each simula-
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Figure 3.4 Left part is the representations of muscles resulting from mesh-
ing, and right part the corresponding polygonal meshes.

tion element is modeled as a co-rotated linear elastic material [Müller
& Gross 2004] instead of a hyperelastic Mooney-Rivlin material as [Lee
et al. 2009]. This is because linear elasticity constitutive models are
computationally cheap, and a method called Stiffness Warping proposed
by Müller and Gross [Müller & Gross 2004] can be integrated to handle
the displeasing distortion in large rotational deformation. It is worth
noting that the numerical stabilities of the corotational FEM can be
further improved by the approaches proposed by Georgii and Wester-
mann [Georgii & Westermann 2008].

In our FE models, the solid elements are isoparametric elements as-
sociated with a defined local coordinate system, the isometric coordi-
nates. Within an element, the position vector in the global Cartesian
coordinate system, written as a function of the isoparametric coordi-
nates, is the linear interpolation of the spatial coordinates of the el-
ement nodes by the element shape functions. The same parametric
interpolation is also used for the displacement field. In our model,
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we use the shape functions for hexahedral and tetrahedral elements as
defined in FEBio [Maas et al. 2012].

Within each element e, the deformation map Ψ maps every point
X in the undeformed body to point x = X + u(X), where u(·) is the
displacement vector field, in the deformed body. The total strain is
obtained by integrating the strain tensor ΨX = ∂Ψ/∂X at each point
over the entire element in the form

ε =
1
2
(EC − I), (3.4)

where EC = ΨᵀXΨX is the deviatoric Cauchy strain tensor. Given the
Young’s modulus and Poisson’s ratio that are used to form a 6 × 6

matrix J, the Cauchy stress tensor is calculated by the equation

σ = J · ε. (3.5)

The elastic forces fe exerted on the element nodes are derived from the
total strain energy and turn out to be linearly dependent on the nodal
displacement x̂ = x− x0 by using the Cauchy strain:

fe = −
∂ε

∂x
= Ke x̂ (3.6)

where Ke is the 12× 12 stiffness matrix of the element and the calcula-
tion is described in [Müller et al. 2002].

The artifacts arising from large rotational deformation that happens
in neck movements where moment is generated, are removed using the
warped stiffness concept on element scale [Müller & Gross 2004]. The
rotated stiffness matrix of an element is calculated by K

′
e = ReKeR−1

e
where the rotational component Re of the element is calculated using
the method described in [Müller et al. 2002]. Therefore fe is modified
as

f
′
e = K

′
e x̂ = ReKeR−1

e x−ReKex0, (3.7)

and the whole stiffness matrix K
′

of the entire mesh is the sum of all
element’s rotated stiffness matrix.

Integration with Skeleton

In our model, the muscles deform when the skeleton moves. In this
section, we describe a method to integrate the skeleton with FE models.

A widely used solution consists in constraining any node of the sim-
ulation mesh that lies inside or near a bone to a fixed position within
the local coordinate frame of that bone. For example the FE simulation
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Figure 3.5 Illustration of the soft constraint on FE models, the blue lines
represent constraint springs.

software FEBio [Maas et al. 2012] provides a tool where we can subjec-
tively select such nodes by area, surface, or volume selection function.
Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2009] proposed a method to automatically find
the nodes to be constrained, and its feasibility relies on the fact that
they created one simulation mesh resolving all tissues except the bones
of the human body and the mesh overlaps with the skeleton tightly.
Unlike their modeling, we model part of the superficial muscles indi-
vidually and only some nodes (mainly in the attachment areas where
the muscles connect to the bones) of their simulation meshes lie inside
or near bones, hence it is difficult to automatically find these nodes
accurately. Therefore, we have chosen to opt for the selection functions
provided by FEBio.

Some parts of the simulation mesh are very close to the skin surface
in our model, especially the part of the mesh belonging to the stern-
ocleidomastoid. It will lead to odd looking patches of the skin if the
attached nodes move rigidly with the bones since we will propagate
the simulated nodal motion to the skin layer and consequently deform
the skin (see Section 3.2.2). We address the limitations by implement-
ing the soft constraint concept proposed by Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2009].
We have developed an interface to FEBio so the simulation mesh can

be imported into its environment. Nodes are selected based on the
observation on the anatomy available in the UHM data set. In partic-
ular, the nodes which are closest to the bones underneath are selected.
Despite that it requires manual labour, in practice, this process is fast
and it only needs to be done once for each model. Next we project the
node to the surface of the bone by a fast closest point projection method
(Section 3.2.2) and the projection is attached to the bone. Finally, we
connect the node and its projection using an elastic spring which ap-
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Figure 3.6 An overview of the soft constraints on all FE models. Soft con-
straints (blue lines) are used to couple the bones and the muscles (red).

plies traction forces on the node as the bone moves. Figure 3.5 depicts
how the FE models are coupled with the bones underneath, and Fig-
ure 3.6 shows an overview of the soft-hard coupling of the neck model.

Skin Model

Simulating the dynamic skin deformation based on the simulation of
the underlying musculoskeletal model has been investigated. Assassi
et al. [Assassi et al. 2012] and Lee et al. [Lee et al. 2009] generated
the simulation mesh resolving the skin tissue in their lower and upper
body, respectively. Nonetheless, the former directly renders the model
surface so the visualization largely depends on the element size while
the latter barycentrically embeds a high-resolution skin surface as the
visualization geometry into the mesh. While it experimentally shows
a high degree of realism in skin deformation, we cannot afford such
simulation considering our performance objective.

In the torso model by [Zordan et al. 2004], skin simulation is decou-
pled from the simulation of the underlying model by first recording
the trajectories of pre-selected points attached to the model that are
the control vertices of a NURBS (Non-uniform rational B-spline) sur-
face. The surface shape is then updated to show skin deformation. The
shape of the visualization geometry is implicitly defined by how the
control vertices are selected.

We use the mass-spring approach which is popular in real-time sim-
ulators like facial animation [Fratarcangeli 2005, Zhang et al. 2004] be-
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Figure 3.7 Illustration of the skin modeling. Left: White and red lines depict
the projection maps and blue rectangles are the volume bounding boxes.
Right: Blue lines represent connecting springs and green lines the epider-
mal springs.

cause it is simple to implement and meets our performance require-
ments. The human skin is experimentally shown as a multilayered
elastic material with non-linear stress-strain relationship based on the
study on the rabbit abdominal skin [Fratarcangeli 2005], and the epi-
dermal layer is stiffer than inner layers so its spring stiffness are set to
make it moderately resistant to deformation [Zhang et al. 2004].

We use linear spring embedding a damper. The spring force magni-
tude is a function expressed as

fs = ks(l − l0) + ds ė, (3.8)

where ks, ds are elastic and damping coefficients, l, l0 are its length and
slack length, ė = l̇/lo is the strain rate.

The geometry data of the skin mesh serves as the basis to construct
a mass-spring network representing the epidermal layer. We do not
model the inner layers yet we use springs as the medium through
which the underlying simulated motion is propagated to the upper
mass-spring network, and consequently result in the dynamic skin de-
formation.

From an anatomical view, a patch of the skin surface deforms mainly
from the anatomically closest tissue underneath. On account of this
fact, the propagation medium should be located between them. To do
that, the nodes in the epidermal layer are connected with the points that
are attached to the anatomically closest bone or muscle. These points
are automatically found based on closest point projection method.

First, to reduce the computation time of finding closest points, we
build the oriented bounding box (OBB) trees of the polygon mesh that
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Figure 3.8 An overview of the skin model: green lines denote the elastic
springs, red balls denote the point masses connecting to muscles, white
balls the ones connecting to bones, gray balls the free point masses, and
black balls the fixed ones.

combines all surface meshes of the underlying bodies using an imple-
mentation of the algorithm proposed by Gottschalk et al. [Gottschalk
et al. 1996]. Each skin vertex is projected onto the closest OBB in world
coordinates. Secondly, given a skin vertex we decide on which body
surface its projection exactly is. We test the projection against each tri-
angulated body surface. If its barycentric coordinate (1− λ1 − λ2, λ1, λ2)
with respect to a triangle satisfies 0 ≤ λ1 ≤ 1, 0 ≤ λ2 ≤ 1 and 0 ≤
λ1 + λ2 ≤ 1 then the projection is in this triangle belonging to the
body surface, as follows. If the body is a FE model, the projection is
barycentrically embedded by the nodes of the element containing it,
otherwise is attached to the coordinate frame of the rigid body. Finally
springs connecting the skin vertices and their projection are added into
the spring network (see Figure 3.7). Figure 3.8 shows an overview of
the skin model as a mass-spring system.

3.2.3 Numerical Simulation

Let q be the positions, and v the velocities of all the dynamical com-
ponents of the mechanical system, with q̇ related to v by q̇ = Qv. Let
f(q, v, t) be the force produced by all the force effector components,
let M be the (block-diagonal) composite mass matrix. We can ensure
that M is constant by representing rigid-body velocity and acceleration
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in body coordinates. The following governing equation describes the
Lagrangian dynamics of the system according to Newton’s second law

Mv̇ = f(q, v, t), (3.9)

and it is constrained due to the presence of bilateral, G(·), such as joints
and point-surface constraints, and unilateral constraints, N(·), such as
joint limits, in the form

G(q) ≥ 0, N(q)v ≥ 0. (3.10)

For FE simulation, a lumped mass model [Stavness et al. 2011] is used
to ensure that M is block-diagonal in order to improve the solution
efficiency.

Due to the presence of the FE models, the system is stiff and there-
fore we need an implicit time integration method for efficient perfor-
mance. We opt for the simulation framework of Stavness et al. [Stavness
et al. 2011], where the Newmark integrator with λ = 1

2 and β = 1
4 is

used and hence the step-based updating rule is formulated as a mixed
linear complementarity problem which we solve by using the Pardiso
solver[Schenk & Gärtner 2004].

3.3 E X P E R I M E N T S

In the experiments, we use the parameters of the muscle actuators
(maximum muscle forces) and crossed springs (stiffness) from [Stavness
et al. 2011]. The FE models have a Young’s modulus of 50 MPa and a
Poisson’s ratio of 0.4. We set stiffness to 1.2×103N ·m−1 to epidermal
springs, connecting springs to 0.5 ×103N ·m−1, and constraint springs
to 2.0 ×103N · m−1. All simulations are run on a laptop with an Intel
Core i7 2.4Ghz processor and 6 GB memory.

The head movements mainly include flexion, extension, rotation and
lateral flexion:

• Flexion: moving the head forward at the joint just below the
skull.

• Extension: moving the head backward at the joint just below the
skull.

• Rotation: turning the head to the side (right or left) at a joint
below the skull.
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• Lateral flexion: moving the head toward the shoulder (left or
right) at a joint below the skull.

In facial animation, a notable interaction between the head and the neck
is the neck skin deforms when the jaw opens. Therefore, to show the
level of realism of the neck animation our model offers, we demonstrate
the result of the four head movements and the jaw opening.

We extract the frames under extreme postures for each testing move-
ments from the simulation video of the musculoskeletal system and
present as shown in Figure 3.9.

A comparison with the popular technique, namely linear blend skin-
ning (LBS), is conducted. We compare the animation at a pose, and
refer to a static photo of a human neck at the same pose, to show that
the simulation deliver more accurate results than LBS. The comparison
is shown in Figure 3.10. Muscles in our model are modeled symmet-
rically from the left and right, therefore we only show the simulation
frames of one-side rotation and lateral flexion.

Our model based on biomechanical modeling also can reproduce a
wide range of lifelike animation. It is interesting to animate the model
by exciting the muscle actuators and rotate any cervical joints, while
realistic animation is generated. We show some frames from the simu-
lation video in Figure 3.11.

Recall that, for performance reasons, we do not model all superfi-
cial muscles available in the UHM data set. Thus, the simulated mus-
culoskeletal dynamics are not complete enough to conform with the
real neck animation. However, the model still can guarantee the high-
fidelity emulation (as shown in Figure 3.10). We bind the vertices to
underlying bodies according to the anatomy we incorporated, hence
the less anatomy we use, the less accurate the vertex binding is.

Modeling more anatomical structures, or a nonlinear multilayered
skin modeling like [Zhang et al. 2004, Fratarcangeli 2005] will defi-
nitely increase the memory consumption in order to store the states
during the simulation. Additional constraints (attaching proper finite
nodes to bones) would be required and therefore would increase the
size of influenced matrices in the numerical simulation, hence result-
ing in higher time complexity. Based on these facts, we trade speed
for accuracy, yet as shown in the figures and accompanying video, our
model still offers realistic animation.
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Figure 3.9 Frames from the simulation of the underlying components (mus-
cles, skeleton, actuators and springs).
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Figure 3.10 Referring to the corresponding static photos, linear blend skin-
ning exhibits artifacts and cannot generate muscular and dynamic effects
reflected in the skin, while our model simulates lifelike head poses and neck
skin deformation where the visible muscle motion is reflected.
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Figure 3.11 Some frames of animation we generated using the simulation
results of our physical neck model which is from biomechanical modeling.

3.4 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter, we have presented a physically-based model of the
human neck. The simulations were performed at interactive rates (av-
erage 20 FPS) and results showed the realism the model can deliver.
Considering the computational cost, we only modeled the most rele-
vant anatomical structures available in a 3D digital model and form a
Lagrangian dynamic system which is solved by a semi-implicity time
integrator.

Our model experimentally demonstrated that physically-based mod-
eling can produce skin deformation reflecting the muscular and dy-
namic effects, and showed that the linear elasticity constitutive models
are both stable and computationally cheap. Thus, the model is suitable
for soft tissue simulation in neck animation. Our method of skin mod-
eling highlights in automatically binding of skin vertices to underlying
muscles and bones via linear elastic springs in an anatomical manner.
Thus, it is quite easy to implement and fast to simulate.

Elastic deformations are highly desired for skin deformation. Al-
though our model supports such deformations by simulating the ma-
terial elasticity in an anatomically and physically motivated manner,
the model is still computationally expensive for real-time applications.
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In the next chapter, we will describe a more efficient method producing
elastic deformations that support volume and shape-details preserva-
tion. The method is based on minimizing a rigidity energy constructed
over a voxel grid, which represents the volume domain enclosed by the
target surface.
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4
Volumetric Space Deformations with
Auxiliary Voxel Grids

Physically-based simulation is computationally expensive for real-time
applications. This chapter describes a lightweight method that pro-
duces nonlinear elastic deformations by preserving the shape details
based on volumetric rigidity energy minimization. Though the method
does not support interior dynamics as simulations, it still retains the
volume-preserving property. Additionally, another closed-form solu-
tion for volume preservation is also presented, but it cannot preserve
the shape details.

Volume preservation has long been a point of focus in deformation
in order to enhance the visual plausibility. A widely applied technique
is the dual quaternion skinning (DQS) [Kavan et al. 2008], which is a
closed-form solution approximately preserving the volume. Deforma-
tion cast as a surface-based energy minimization problem [Huang et al.
2006, Ben-Chen et al. 2009] better preserves the shape details, but for
volume preservation, complicated volume constraints need to be de-
fined. Moreover, the resulting deformations might not be as natural as
a full volumetric discretization with physically plausible deformation
energies [Botsch et al. 2007]. The implementations of such volumetric
energies, however, are often difficult to achieve due to the complex op-
timization procedures of their objective functions. Physics-based sim-
ulations of incompressible solids [Irving et al. 2007, Diziol et al. 2011]
improves physical correctness of volume preservation, while they are
difficult to control due to the presence of many parameters [Bridson &
Batty 2010].

In this chapter, we present two volumetric methods that approxi-
mately preserve the volume of an object throughout the deformation.
Our methods are easy to implement and run fast on a modern lap-
top. One method is to apply DQS to voxels that represent the vol-
ume domain enclosed by the target surface, and consequently, deform
the surface by the efficient trilinear embedding. The embedding is
also extended as blending of transformations if the surrounding voxel
nodes of a vertex store rotations. For large polygonal meshes, this
strategy generally accelerates the computations by at least an order
of magnitude. The other method is to cast the voxel deformation as
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a rigidity energy minimization problem based on as-rigid-as-possible
(ARAP) surface modeling, preserving volumetric properties and pro-
ducing reasonably natural poses. To maintain the shape smoothness,
embedding based on radial basis functions (RBFs) is implemented. To
keep user interactions to a minimum in this method, the voxel defor-
mations are controlled by moving point handles in the spirit of linear
blend skinning (LBS) instead of directly manipulating voxels. More-
over, a deformed configuration resulting from LBS assists to speed up
the iterative minimization and robustly obtain large deformations. In
the context of embedding, our two methods are suitable for a wide
range of mesh representations.

Both visual and quantitative evaluations on a variety of 3D mod-
els are provided in Sect. 5.3; the results show the effectiveness of our
methods. The volumetric ARAP yields a relative volume similar to vol-
umetric ProMO energy [Botsch et al. 2007], which is also a voxel-based
rigidity energy, while our method performs at relatively higher speed.
We also consult the volume preservation provided by simulations of
Finite Element models in particular adapted to animation [Barbič &
James 2005], and geometrically motivated deformable models [Rivers
& James 2007]; the comparisons enhance the promise for volumetric
deformations held by our methods.

The remainder of this chapter is structured as follows: in Sect. 4.1,
we introduce related work on volume and shape details preserving
deformation. In Sect. 4.2, we present how we define our volumetric
methods based on voxels. In Sect. 4.3, we describe how to compute
space deformations that are used to project back the voxel deformations
to the original surface, and in Sect. 5.3 we discuss our experimental
results.

4.1 R E L AT E D W O R K

During the past two decades, a long series of work on volume-preserving
shape and character deformation has been proposed. We boldly clas-
sify them into five categories.

Geometric volume correction. Aubert and Bechmann [Aubert &
Bechmann 1997] introduced displacement constraints on vertices to
hold the volume constant. von Funck et al. [von Funck et al. 2008]
automatically computed a displacement vector field, along which the
vertices were moved to recover the lost volume of smooth skinning.
Rohmer et al. [Rohmer et al. 2009] proposed one-dimensional profile
curves to assist the volume control of skinning, leading to exact volume
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preservation. However, users have to manually specify the influence
weights used to control the degrees of volume correction. Pose space
deformation [Lewis et al. 2000] requires heavily user-involved displace-
ment corrections, interpolated to adjust the vertex displacements, in or-
der to achieve a desired volume-preserving effect. The above methods
are unable to preserve the shape details.

Rotation interpolation approaches. Linear blend skinning suffers
from shape collapse, as it is essentially a weighted sum of the trans-
formation matrices, where the rotations are, but should not be, lin-
early parameterized in 3D. Rotation based blending techniques were
proposed to produce interpolation paths that follow along geodesic
curves in the rigid transformation manifold, leading to more accurate
averages of rotations. As a result, the volume is approximately pre-
served in skinning. Spherical Linear Interpolation [Shoemake 1985] is
a manifold-intrinsic averaging of two 3D rotations. However, in the
case of more than two rotations, an iterative procedure has to be per-
formed [Buss & Fillmore 2001]. Blending based on quaternion [Kavan
& Žára 2005], which is a compact representation of a rotation, approxi-
mates the correct manifold-intrinsic averages of multiple rotations, but
without effectively handling the translations. Dual Quaternion Skin-
ning [Kavan et al. 2008] blends unit quaternions that represent rigid
transformations, successfully eliminating collapse artifacts.

Surface-based energy minimization. Huang et al. [Huang et al.
2006] proposed a gradient domain technique to preserve the volume.
The method performs in a subspace rather than the original full space
(directly the subject surface), thereby leading to significant acceleration.
However, it requires a coarse control mesh that is tedious to establish,
and explicit volume constraints. Lipman et al. [Lipman et al. 2007] rep-
resented a polygonal mesh by moving frames, preserving both shape
details and volumetric properties. The preservation of shape details,
however, might come at the expense of volume loss, they therefore
scale frames according to local curvature information after obtaining
satisfied surface deformations. Ben-Chen et al. [Ben-Chen et al. 2009]
preserved shape and volumetric details simultaneously via variational
harmonic maps, whose rigidity energy was constructed over the cage
in order to speed up the minimization process of the energy function.
To avoid tedious manipulations of the cage, positional constraints were
modeled. However, to achieve volume preservation, the additional,
complex orientation constraints are required. Surface-based energies
might not be as natural as a full volumetric discretization with phys-
ically plausible deformation energies if without well defined volume
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constraints.
Volumetric approaches. Zhou et al. [Zhou et al. 2005] minimized

apparent volume changes by the volumetric graph Laplacian, while
preserving shape details during deformation. The method, however,
works well only for small deformations. Botsch et al. [Botsch et al. 2007]
adapted the shell PriMo energy [Botsch et al. 2006] to voxels, leading to
the volumetric PriMO energy. The volumetric version preserves both
volumetric properties and shape details based on a powerful embed-
ding into volumetric space. Although the embedding provides high-
order shape smoothness, it is too computationally expensive to afford
by us.

Deformable solids. Physical accuracy and correctness is a primary
goal in simulation. Geometrically motivated simulation of incompress-
ible solids, based on Fast Lattice Shape Matching (FastLSM) [Rivers
& James 2007], provides a robust approximation of volumetric, large-
deformation dynamics. Finite Element model with St. Venant-Kirchhoff
material [Barbič & James 2005] is much more computationally expen-
sive than FastLSM, but it supports more accurate simulation of the
physical dynamics. To achieve a desired simulation, a set of param-
eters has to be specified by values either from literature, or empiri-
cally tuned, making the simulation difficult to control [Bridson & Batty
2010].

4.2 V O L U M E T R I C D E F O R M AT I O N

The volume domain of a mesh denoted by S is discretized by a hard-
ware accelerated voxelization method [Lefebvre et al. 2013], resulting
in a voxel grid denoted by V. In our case, voxels are isotropic, and
those across the mesh surface are retained for embedding introduced
in Sect. 4.3. As Fig. 4.1 illustrates, voxels are structured in a grid so that
they are easily accessible.

4.2.1 Volumetric DQS

Given a skinned model consisting of H bones and P mesh vertices,
for each vertex pj, j ∈ {1, ..., N}, associated with influence weights
Wj = (w1, ..., wH), DQS parameterizes the transformations of handles
hi, i ∈ {1, ..., H} using dual quaternions denoted by q̇i, and transforms a
vertex from rest pose to the deformed position by the final dual quater-
nion as q̇ = (∑H

i=1 wi q̇i)/ ‖ ∑H
i=1 wi q̇i ‖.
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Figure 4.1 The structures of the voxel grid. Each voxel has eight nodes (a)
and six immediate neighbors (b), and each node has a 6-connectivity (c).
The numbers show the order.

For each vertex, the runtime cost mainly lies in the interpolations
of handle rotations, which are nonlinear calculations. To decrease the
cost, a straightforward approach is to reduce the number of vertices in-
volving interpolations. In most cases, a voxel grid that is a valid object

Figure 4.2 An animation still of a skinned character consisting of 84,888
vertices. Volumetric DQS (5,542 voxels) results in volumetric deformation
fairly similar to DQS while it is at least an order of magnitude faster. Num-
bers below are average time in seconds per frame.

representation will be coarser than the embedded polygonal mesh, in
particular for high resolution meshes. In the context of space deforma-
tion, furthermore only the voxels on the grid hull will be deformed by
DQS. As a result, applying DQS to a voxel grid together with trilinear
embedding (see Sect. 4.3) largely decreases the cost, see Fig. 4.2.
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Figure 4.3 A voxel grid with resolution of 2× 2× 2 of the box is in rest pose
(a). In contrast to volumetric DQS (b), the edge lengths are approximately
preserved by volumetric ARAP (c), during the voxel deformation.

4.2.2 Nonlinear volumetric ARAP

The surface-based ARAP energy formulation of [Sorkine & Alexa 2007]
is adopted to define our volumetric rigidity energy, as it is conceptually
easy to understand and easy to implement. This ARAP formula mini-
mizes the changes of edge lengths, and it addresses the nonlinearity of
transformations of each discrete cell.

In our definition, each volumetric cell Ci consists of a voxel and its
at most six immediate neighbors. As Fig. 4.3 depicts, the volumetric
ARAP approximately preserves the edge lengths between voxel nodes
by iteratively minimizing the cell energy as

E(C
′
i) = ∑

j∈N(i)
ωij ‖ (n

′
i − n

′
j)− Ri(ni − nj) ‖2 . (4.1)

Edges between a voxel node ni and its immediate neighbors nj, j ∈ N(i)
are weighed by ωij correspondingly. n

′
i is the deformed position at an

iteration. The presence of rotation Ri of ni enforces that cell Ci deforms
as-rigidly-as-possible. In detail, Ri is derived from the singular value
decomposition (SVD) of the covariance matrix Si = ∑j∈N(i)(ωijeije

′T
ij ) =

Ui ∑i VT
i , and Ri = ViUT

i [Sorkine & Alexa 2007], where eij = ni − nj

and e
′
ij is the edge after deformation.

The total energy is the sum of all cell energies, and it can be com-
pactly written as a matrix form of equations [Sorkine & Alexa 2007]
subject to positional constraints. Weights ωij are assembled into a
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matrix called Laplace-Beltrami operator denoted by L. In surface-
based ARAP, cotangent weights [Desbrun et al. 1999] instead of uni-
form weights are computed to avoid deformation artifacts [Sorkine &
Alexa 2007], but at the risk of the emergence of degeneration, as they
are only defined for 2D manifolds. In our volumetric ARAP, because
the graph Laplacian was easily established beforehand based on the
voxel grid, the Laplace-Beltrami operator is easily defined based on
uniform weights as

(LV)ij =

 ∑j∈N(i) 1.0, i = j,
−1.0, j ∈ N(i),
0, otherwise.

(4.2)

To keep user interactions to a minimum, points as handles are placed
within the volume. The voxel grid is bound to the point handles by
influence weights computed using the method of [Jacobson et al. 2011],
simply because it yields smooth weights. Instead of directly manipu-
lating the voxels, voxel deformations are controlled by moving points
in the spirit of LBS.

Since LBS is efficient for large deformations, the minimization of
Eq. (4.1) is accelerated and stabilized for large rotations. First, rotations
from rest pose to current configuration resulting from LBS are provided
as an initial guess. Second, new positions are computed by minimizing
Eq. (4.1). The two procedures are alternately performed to achieve the
global unique minimum.

Our volumetric rigidity energy is similar to the volumetric PriMO
energy [Botsch et al. 2007], which also enforces rigidity of the voxels
by a nonlinear deformation energy. However, the volumetric PriMO
energy is based on directly computing the difference between rigid
transformations of two neighboring cells. The transformations are lin-
earized by linear and angular velocities which yield affine approxima-
tions, such that the energy minimization will result in a linear system.
By solving the system, the optimal affine approximations are found,
but which need to be projected to their closed rigid transformations
using a nonlinear procedure, which is the eigenanalysis of a 4× 4 co-
variance matrix [Botsch et al. 2007]. The resulting rigid transformations
are used to update the voxels’ positions and orientations. In contrast,
the volumetric ARAP directly finds the optimal configurations of the
voxels also by solving a linear system. The local rotations (not affine ap-
proximations) need to be computed using a nonlinear procedure (SVD
of a 3× 3 covariance matrix) somewhat similar to the one used by vol-
umetric PriMO energy. Therefore, the volumetric ARAP is easier to
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Figure 4.4 The model consists of 40,197 vertices and 1,108 voxels, and the
numbers in percentage are relative volume. Volumetric ARAP (left) is faster
than volumetric PriMO energy (right), see the average time in seconds per
frame, and yields comparable volume preservation.

implement. In practice, we found our volumetric ARAP is also faster
than the volumetric PriMO energy, and it results in comparable relative
volume, see Fig.4.4.

4.3 S PA C E D E F O R M AT I O N

The voxel deformations are projected back onto the original surface
by space deformation. We construct space deformation d : R3 → R3

based on spatial interpolation. Trilinear interpolation is the fastest way
to embed a mesh within voxels, which is the form of weighted sum of
the surrounding nodes’ displacements. If the surrounding eight nodes
of a mesh vertex store rotations that are from the rest pose to the de-
formed positions, the interpolation is easily extended as blending of
transformations, see Fig. 4.5 for their differences. However, these two
methods belong to Shepard’s scheme [Barnhill et al. 1983] that is not
smooth enough to interpolate surfaces.

To address the limitations, smooth interpolation of displacements
based on radial basis functions (RBFs) is developed. In particular, we
use RBF with compact support to yield a sparse matrix

ker g(x, c) = e(
−‖x−c‖2

σ2 ) + aT · x + b, (4.3)
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Figure 4.5 Blending transformation matrices (b) or their dual quaternion
representations (c) has less translation-insensitivity observed, with respect
to trilinear embedding (a).

Figure 4.6 Surfaces are rendered under the same point light. Trilinear in-
terpolation and blending of transformations give rise to a pattern of strips on
the surface. RBFs interpolation is smooth enough to interpolate the surface.

where c ∈ R3 is the RBF center which is the center of a hull voxel in our
case, x ∈ R3 is the evaluation point, aT and b are the coefficients deter-
mining the polynomial term. The presence of the linear term helps to
reproduce the global behavior of the function. σ is the average distance
between RBF centers following the guideline of ALGLIB [ALG], which
is a popular numerical analysis library, guaranteeing that there will be
several centers at distance σ around each evaluation point. The result-
ing system of equations can be solved by LU decomposition. This RBF
interpolation gives rise to smoothness that satisfies our expectation, see
Fig. 4.6.
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Model # Voxels # Vertices DQS Volumetric DQS Volumetric ARAP
Volume (%) Time (s) Volume (%) Time (s) Volume (%) Time (s)

Long cube 4,800 1,002 99.419 0.0068 99.4188 0.038 95.3269 0.423796

Fat man 5,542 84,888 97.315 1.232 97.308 0.364397 98.3852 2.74804

Warrior 1,108 40,197 86.327 0.2692 86.3242 0.01398 93.0 0.0631

Head 18,296 48,624 99.434 6.69669 99.422 0.453636 94.1977 23.9236

Arm 13,263 49,874 98.5681 8.21843 98.5649 0.227855 99.3745 7.32747

Name card 10,849 130,340 110.461 0.89 110.425 0.418142 99.8083 6.39093

Mushroom 16,408 131,304 99.981 0.938 99.9798 0.2152 98.5793 26.13

Tree 3,261 11,645 107.258 0.0828 107.26 0.0457 105.032 1.99311

Table 4.1 Model statistics: Timings are the overall time of reaching the tar-
get pose, and percentages are relative volume also indicating whether an
increasing or decreasing volume. Volumetric ARAP (2 iterations) has rela-
tive volume similar to volumetric DQS, while it produces more natural poses.
Note that the number of voxels is much smaller than the number of vertices
in cases of large meshes, where volumetric DQS is much faster than DQS.

Model Trilinear Linear blending DQ blending RBFs

Long cube 0.0008 0.0016 0.0203 0.1154

Fat man 0.0581489 0.0882 4.1103 9.20568

Warrior 0.0305 0.0526 0.56019 1.30276

Head 0.0291048 0.0547445 1.44623 9.52889

Arm 0.030507 0.056674 1.76649 8.46751

Name card 0.0686187 0.132592 9.52885 23.0921

Mushroom 0.0739739 0.135898 71.059 82.674

Tree 0.004 0.0094 1.32838 1.14412

Table 4.2 Space deformation timings: Trilinear and linear blending are suf-
ficient for real-time requirements. Time is in seconds.

4.4 R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Our methods were implemented in C++ on a laptop with an Intel Core
i7 2.4Ghz processor and 6 GB memory. The LU decomposition, sparse
Cholesky solver and two-sided Jacobi SVD are provided by the Eigen
library [Guennebaud 2011].

Model statistics and quantitative comparisons are reported in Ta-
ble 4.1. Volumetric DQS yields volume preservation fairly similar to
DQS, while it is often much faster. Volumetric ARAP is more com-
putationally expensive than volumetric DQS. Statistics on space de-
formation are presented in Table 4.2. Trilinear embedding and linear
blending are efficient enough for real-time applications, while RBFs
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interpolation is of course more computationally expensive. As linear
blending, DQ blending supports no smoothness but it is much slower,
thus, linear blending should be the space deformation method, used to
work with rotations of voxel nodes.

Figure 4.7 Numbers below are relative volume. With trilinear embedding,
the volumetric methods approximately preserve the volume w.r.t. LBS, and
lead to a pattern of stripes on the surface.

Both volumetric DQS and volumetric ARAP approximately preserve
the volume as opposed to LBS, see Fig. 4.7, and even in complex mo-
tions such as bending and twisting, see Figs. 4.8, 4.9, respectively.
Fig. 4.7 also shows that, with trilinear embedding, volumetric DQS
has much higher performance than DQS in terms of computational
time (see timings in Table 4.1), though it sacrifices a certain degree of
smoothness. Volumetric ARAP produces more natural poses than Vol-
umetric DQS. This is because it essentially preserves the locality, see
Fig. 4.10. As Fig. 4.11 shows, volumetric ARAP also fits user constraints
better than volumetric DQS. This explains the cases where volumetric
DQS preserved the volume better than volumetric ARAP, as indeed it
did not fit point transformation well.
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Figure 4.8 Volumetric ARAP and volumetric DQS are able to preserve the
volume to a degree in large bending with respect to LBS. Volumetric ARAP,
however, produces more natural poses than DQS and volumetric DQS. Note
that a surface-based deformation energy might be unsuitable for this tree
model, due to the presence of degenerated triangles in the leaf parts.

Figure 4.9 The mushroom model twists by 135 degrees. Volumetric ARAP
preserves 98.5793% of the volume, while LBS gives rise to the well-known
artifact of shape collapse.

Our methods are employed in character rigging, and the examples
are shown in Figure 4.12 and 4.13. The volumetric ARAP method re-
quires only translations, as it computes local rotations behind. This fact
largely reduces the man effort in rigging, as translations are intuitive
while rotations are non-trivial and much less intuitive to specify.
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Figure 4.10 Volumetric ARAP prevents shape distortion. The letters in the
name card model deform as-rigidly-as-possible while they distort by using
volumetric DQS, see the close-ups.

Figure 4.11 The arm bends to fit the point constraint (red ball) by volumetric
ARAP, whereas it bends excessively by volumetric DQS.

4.4.1 Simulation

The simulation of deformable model aims to provide physical correct-
ness of volume preservation. Our methods are compared with sim-
ulation models in terms of computational time and relative volume.
In particular, the geometrically motivated deformable body, called Fast
Lattice Shape Matching (FastLSM) [Rivers & James 2007], and the Finite
Element Model with St.Venant-Kirchhoff material (FEM-StVK) [Barbič
& James 2005], are consulted.

FastLSM. At each time step, FastLSM finds the least-squares trans-
formations of shape matching regions, which are comprised of a set of
simulation particles. The region size is controlled by a high-level pa-
rameter called region half-width denoted by κ. The larger the value is,
the stiffer the model will be. The distances between current positions,
and goal positions computed by transforming the rest configurations
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Figure 4.12 Character rigging with volumetric DQS. Both translations
(frame) and rotations (trackball) have to be specified.

Figure 4.13 Character rigging with volumetric ARAP. Only translations
(frame) needs to be specified.

using optimal transformations, are clamped to replace the force of the
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Euler integration scheme [Müller et al. 2005], thereby achieving stable
numerical integration.

FEM-StVK. StVK is mathematically defined to adapt FEM to ani-
mation, as it has a linear stress-strain relationship. Fast implicit New-
mark subspace integrators [Barbič & James 2005], with a local Rayleigh
damping model [Barbič & James 2005], are used to timestep the ordi-
nary differential equations. This FE model can rapidly simulate the
nonlinear dynamics.

Model Fast LSM FEM
κ Volume (%) Time (s) Volume (%) Time (s)

Long cube 2 96.8872 10.832 98.1246 35.6615

Fat man 3 98.1003 12.4213 99.1088 47.24

Warrior 2 96.33 3.4531 97.43 11.3481

Head 3 97.5433 51.78
@
@
@

@
@
@

Arm 3 99.102 37.81
@
@
@

@
@
@

Name card 3 99.103 25.672
@
@
@

@
@
@

Mushroom 4 99.012 42.3 @
@
@

@
@
@

Tree 2 103.549 8.9511 102.03 34.371

Table 4.3 Model statistics of simulation: Percentages are relative volume
also indicating whether an increasing or decreasing volume. Time in sec-
onds is the overall time of reaching the target pose. Diagonal means where
the time is larger than one minute.

We use the parameters reported in the published literature: (i) FastLSM
uses a region damping constant of 0.25, and timestep of 0.033 [Rivers &
James 2007]; (ii) FEM-StVK uses mass density of 1000 kg/m3, Young’s
modulus of 108 N/m2, Poisson’s ratio of 0.45, for all elements, β̂ = 0.25,
γ̂ = 0.5 as parameters of integrators, Rayleigh damping constants of
α = 0, β = 0.01, and timestep of 0.033 [Barbič & James 2005]. As
we can see, there are a number of parameters that need to be defined
before a simulation, making the user control difficult.

Model statistics are presented in Table 4.3. As we can see, simula-
tions require more time to reach the target poses produced by volumet-
ric ARAP and volumetric DQS. The volume preservation, supported
by our volumetric methods, are comparable to simulations (recall Ta-
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ble. 4.1). In the case of a large-size model, FEM-StVK is unsuitable for
interactive applications, as it requires more than one minute.

4.4.2 Discussion

In conclusion, our methods target different applications. For real-time
applications such as computer games where volume preservation is
desired, volumetric DQS with trilinear embedding, or its extension as
linear blending of transformations, gives the solution. In feature films
production or virtual human simulation, where smoothness, natural
posture and volume preservation are desired for higher degrees of re-
alism, volumetric ARAP combined with RBFs can be a solution.

4.5 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter, we have presented two space deformation methods
based on voxelization. The methods, named volumetric DQS and vol-
umetric ARAP, both preserve the object’s volume to a degree while the
latter method produces more natural poses. In general, speedups are
obtained for volumetric DQS with respect to DQS. A variety of results
of large polygonal meshes have been demonstrated, showing the effec-
tiveness of the methods. Discussions on promising applications have
been detailed.

The volumetric ARAP method holds promise for skeletal deforma-
tion. Currently, it cannot always achieve realistic character postures
and skin deformations, as additional constraints should be introduced,
notably constraints that keep bone lengths constant. Moreover, physi-
cally the character should stand throughout the animation, so the cen-
ter of mass of the body has to be optimized at run time. Since the
volumetric ARAP energy aims to conserve edge lengths, it may result
in a locking problem that can be solved by the method of [Irving et al.
2007].

Our method of elastic deformation improves the surface deforma-
tion in terms of volume and shape-details preservation. However,
the method does not support the local controllability of deformations
which is necessary to character deformation. In next chapter, we will
present a novel space deformation method based on domain decom-
position, which will address the problem. Thus, combined with this
space deformation method, the physically-based simulation models or
the approaches based on volumetric rigidity energy minimization can
be employed to animate the character skin.
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Part III

Character Deformation
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5
Multi-Domain Smooth Embedding for
Character Deformation

In chapter 3 and 4, we have described methods that produce elastic de-
formations in order to improve the deformation quality. However, as
explained previously, our methods still have certain drawbacks when
employed in character deformation. First, the methods do not guaran-
tee that each branch of a character model deforms without interplay be-
tween other closed branches. Second, the methods require much higher
computational cost with respect to direct skinning. Thus, we need to
solve the computational cost when employing these methods in order
to improve the realism of character deformation. In this chapter, we
present a space deformation method based on domain decomposition
and scattered data interpolation, which addresses the aforementioned
issues.

To provide more realistic skin deformation, many advanced defor-
mation techniques have been proposed. For example, methods of cast-
ing deformation as a nonlinear energy minimization problem [Huang
et al. 2006, Botsch et al. 2007, Ben-Chen et al. 2009], support preserva-
tion of shape details and volumetric properties. Simulation models of
deformable solids [Barbič & James 2005, Rivers & James 2007] provide
interior dynamics in addition to quasistatic skin.

However, such techniques are either too computationally expensive,
or have high degrees of modeling complexity. A common solution to
reduce the computational cost is to use space deformation. In order to
reduce computational complexity, a much coarser mesh is established
to loosely enclose the original mesh, carrying out the expensive non-
linear optimization, and interesting deformations are propagated back
to the target surface by mean value interpolation [Huang et al. 2006]
or harmonic coordinates [Ben-Chen et al. 2009] for instance. In space
deformation based on interpolation, the deformed position of a vertex
is an interpolation value of surrounding data points.

The widely adopted Shepard’s interpolation scheme [Barnhill et al.
1983] as space deformation, such as trilinear interpolation, is not smooth
enough to interpolate the target surface. In many applications includ-
ing feature film production and surface visualization of virtual human
simulation, smoothness is highly desired. In these scenarios, adopt-
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ing Shepard’s scheme would violate the intention of targeting high-
quality deformations by applying aforementioned, advanced deforma-
tion techniques.

Scattered data interpolation based on radial basis functions (RBFs)
is extensively used to smoothly interpolate surfaces. Generally, the
basis functions use Euclidean distances without addressing the local-
ity property. So when used in character deformation, embedding as a
single RBF interpolation system would lead to interplay between seg-
ments that are close to each other. The use of geodesic distances [Levi
& Levin 2014] reduces the number of such artifacts. However, this dis-
tance metric heavily depends on the data type and the object shape,
leading to a loss of generality.

Another typical purpose of using space deformation is to decouple
the surface, used for visualization of the deformations, from the repre-
sentation carrying out simulation or volumetric deformation. In such
a context, the volumetric representation required for modeling a de-
formable solid is not bound to the surface [Barbič & James 2005, Botsch
et al. 2007], or the fast shape matching model [Rivers & James 2007] is
fairly easy to achieve with the help of a lattice. Thus, relevant modeling
is simplified.

Our work. We propose space deformation as multi-domain embed-
ding for character deformation. The embedding is realized by scat-
tered data interpolation based on RBFs with compact support, sup-
porting shape smoothness and leading to substantial speedups. The
domains, each of which corresponding to a bone-associated segment
and attached to a small, linear system of RBFs simply with Euclidean
distances, are obtained based on skinning weights that actually encode
a skin segmentation. So in this context, each domain-specified RBF
independently interpolates the surface of interest, ensuring that the
deformation of a segment is locally controlled. To cope with seam ar-
tifacts, sharp features at and around boundaries of contact regions are
smoothed out by a simple, geometric smoothing method.

Our multi-domain RBF interpolation is easy to implement. It per-
forms at interactive rates, and maintains the smoothness of the embed-
ded surface during deformation. The method is successfully employed
in various scenarios including physics-based simulation of deformable
solids, geometrically-motivated soft body animation and a nonlinear,
volumetric deformation energy.
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5.1 R E L AT E D W O R K

Embedding via interpolation. Space deformation dates back to the
Free Form Deformation [Sederberg & Parry 1986] (FFD) that uses a
regular lattice as control structure. The regularity complicates the con-
trol of concave regions of interest, and FFD would generate spatially-
variant deformations. Cage-based deformation [Ju et al. 2005] requires
a well-established control mesh that loosely encloses the target surface,
ensuring that the computed barycentric weights are positive. However,
the popular mean value coordinates [Ju et al. 2005] may still contain
negative values, leading to inevitable deformation artifacts.

In the presence of a regular voxel grid, the target surface embed-
ded inside the grid is deformed often by trilinear interpolation. For
each vertex, its deformed position is a weighted interpolation of the
displacements of the eight nodes of the containing voxel. This linear
space deformation is very efficient and GPU-friendly as the data size
is fixed and small. If the surrounding nodes store full transforma-
tions composed of translation and rotation from rest position to cur-
rent position, an extension such as linear blending of transformation
matrices or dual quaternions [Kavan et al. 2008] can be easily achieved,
resulting in a more robust interpolation approach [Müller & Chentanez
2011]. Similar to skinning, in this case, the target surface is bound to
the control mesh by trilinear weights. The above methods essentially
belong to Shepard’s interpolation scheme [Barnhill et al. 1983], which
would lead to a loss of shape smoothness during deformation, visually
demonstrated by Lewis et al. [Lewis et al. 2000].

Moving Least Squares (MLS) is a popular scattered data interpola-
tion method, and is often used in surface reconstruction [Pauly et al.
2003] from an unstructured point cloud. MLS builds an approximation,
fitting the data in a weighted least-squares fashion, by a local polyno-
mial function. The weight functions of MLS, however, should not fall
quickly to zero, otherwise the method will result in many small lin-
ear systems each of which only involves a few data points, leading to
undesired interpolation results. If the weight functions are an inverse
power of the distance, MLS then reduces to Shepard’s scheme.

Radial basis functions (RBFs) are the most versatile and commonly
used scattered data interpolation techniques. RBFs are successfully
applied in graphics and animation: shape interpolation [Lewis et al.
2000], surface reconstruction from point cloud [Carr et al. 2001], shape
editing [Botsch & Kobbelt 2005], facial animation [Noh et al. 2000], and
marker-based skin deformation capturing [Park & Hodgins 2006]. RBF
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interpolation results in smooth deformation fields and can be evalu-
ated at arbitrary sample locations of the embedded mesh. Mostly, the
basis functions are based on Euclidean distances. In this case, move-
ments of a branch of a model therefore may affect other branches which
are close to that branch in Euclidean space, which occurs quite often
in character deformation. Levi and Levin [Levi & Levin 2014] used
geodesic distances to overcome this limitation. Nevertheless, this dis-
tance metric heavily depends on the mesh topology or representation,
thereby leading to a loss of generality.

Domain decomposition. An articulated deformable character con-
sists of limb segments encoded by skinning weights, and the deforma-
tion of each segment is locally controlled. Based on this fact, several
methods were proposed to decompose the character into multiple do-
mains each of which corresponds to a segment.

Kim and James [Kim & James 2011] proposed to partition the charac-
ter into multiple bone-associated domains, and then coupled them us-
ing a multibody formulation in order to remove the rigidity artifacts in
physics-based simulations. Park and Hodgins [Park & Hodgins 2006]
leveraged domain-decomposition to capture skin deformation. First,
they computed near-rigid segments of a marker-based, reconstructed
surface. Second, they approximated the local deformations of each
segment with a continuous deformation field based on radial basis in-
terpolation. Vaillant et al. [Vaillant et al. 2013] obtained segments based
on skinning weights. Each segment was represented as an implicit sur-
face that is an iso-surface of a smooth scalar field, also using radial
basis functions. However, in addition to vertex displacements, vertex
normals were introduced into the functions in order to obtain robust-
ness. Vertices belong to a segment are then projected back onto the
corresponding iso-surface according to iso-values. Their method pre-
serves shape details, and can be used in real-time animation but by
resorting to hardware acceleration. Later, the method was improved
by using the skin mesh to directly track iso-surfaces of the field over
time [Vaillant et al. 2014], avoiding tedious specification of skinning
weights. Nevertheless, the field functions still have to be composed
into a global field function, which is difficult to realize in practice.

Our method interpolates the target surface rather than reconstruct-
ing followed by vertex projection, and also needs no blending of field
functions [Vaillant et al. 2013] to handle seam artifacts. Instead, a sim-
ple, geometric smoothing as post-processing is introduced to cope with
the sharp features at and around boundaries of contact regions.
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Figure 5.1 Pipeline overview: We first sample a set of points (black dots),
ready to be RBF centers, on the surface, and then partition the character
into multiple domains based on skinning weights, indicated by colors. Each
segment, indicated by a colour, is accordingly associated with a small group
of samples to construct a RBF system. Our multi-domain, smooth space
deformation is applied in interactive animation applications.

5.2 M U LT I - D O M A I N S M O O T H S PA C E D E F O R M AT I O N

Figure 5.1 shows an overview of our method. Given a skinned charac-
ter, it is decomposed into multiple bone-associated domains, and each
domain is attached to a smooth interpolation system based on radial
basis functions.

5.2.1 Smooth interpolation

Given the value of a scalar-valued function F : R3 → R in N distinct
discrete points ci ∈ R3, called RBF centers, the RBFs learn a smooth
interpolation function of F in R3. Each point x ∈ R3 is evaluated as a
weighted sum of evaluations of N radial basis functions.

Globally supported basis function provides high-quality smooth re-
sults and evaluate at arbitrary sample locations. However, it results in
a dense linear system which might be highly ill-conditioned in the case
of a large number of samples, making it difficult to numerically deal
with that system of equations.

To obtain substantial speedups, RBF with compact support, yield-
ing a sparse matrix, is used to interpolate axis-aligned displacements.
Specifically, we use the same Gaussian kernel described in chapter 4

ker g(x) = e(
−‖x−c‖2

σ2 ) + aT · x + b. (5.1)
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Figure 5.2 Our method avoids undesired mutual effects between segments
in character deformation. A global linear interpolation, however, results in
serious artifacts, where the localized changes in the right leg affect the left
leg, even when these two point clouds are apart.

5.2.2 Multi-domain embedding

The use of a single, large linear system of RBFs has limitations. On the
one hand, available distance metrics, such as Euclidean and geodesic
distances, cannot guarantee that a movement of a branch of the model
does not affect other branches which are close to that branch. In a
humanoid character for instance, the left leg must animate without af-
fecting the right leg. On the other hand, the space of deformations for
humans is likely too complex to be approximated by a standard lin-
ear interpolation technique [Park & Hodgins 2006], and so by a single
radial basis interpolation.

To address these limitations, we decompose the character into multi-
ple domains, and attach each to a RBF interpolation. The domains are
obtained based on skinning weights that often encode a limb segmen-
tation of the character. A domain is a group of vertices each of which
the largest influence weight is provided by the same bone. If there
are multiple bones having the largest weight for a vertex, the vertex
will be associated to only one of them. Since encouragingly, skinning
weighs are often painted or adjusted by skillful artists to guarantee the
correctness, actually a domain is a bone-centered segment which skin
deformation will be locally controlled.

To construct the domain-associated interpolation systems, we need
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Figure 5.3 Skeletal hand model. Both single RBF with geodesic distances
and our method avoid interplay between fingers, whereas single RBF with
Euclidean distances does not. Our method, however, supports higher-order
smoothness than geodesic-based single RBF. The trackball indicates rotat-
ing motion.

the definition of RBF centers. In our method, RBF centers are a set of
points sampled on the mesh surface in particular using Poisson disk
sampling [White et al. 2007] that yields a uniform sampling. Based on
the resulting segmentation mentioned above, the samples are put into
corresponding domains. Then, samples within a domain are used to
build the RBF system of that domain. So in our method, the number
of RBF centers is proportional to the number of samples but directly
proportional to the much larger number of vertices, largely reducing
the runtime cost. In space deformation, e.g., of Finite Element simula-
tion with hexahedra, only the RBF centers are embedded by trilinear
weights, and the target surface is left to a set of domain-associated
interpolation systems.

The benefit of using domain decomposition is two-fold: (i) within
each domain-associated RBFs, the Euclidean norm, easily computed as
point-to-point Euclidean distance, can be used without interplay be-
tween branches, see Figure 5.2; (ii) in the case of a large number of
samples, the likelihood of emerging ill-conditioned matrix is reduced.
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Figure 5.4 Animation of the arms (a). (b) Without a smoothing as post-
processing, sharp features appear at and around the boundaries of con-
tact regions, indicated by different colors in (a). (c) We employ Laplacian
smoothing (2 iterations) to remove the artifacts.

As Figure 5.3 shows, for complex models such as the human hand,
our method also works well if a proper weight map per bone is pro-
vided. In this example, RBFs with geodesic distances [Xin & Wang
2009] yields similar results to our method, however, it may have draw-
backs of, e.g., low order smoothness at and around contact regions.
This is because geodesic-based single RBF cannot strictly distinguish
the vertices that are close to each other but lie inside different domains.
Note that geodesic distances also heavily depend on the object shape,
for example the mesh connectivity, leading to a loss of generality.

However, since each domain-associated system independently in-
terpolates the surface of segment, therefore, without union operators,
sharp features would appear at and around the boundaries of contact
regions. To cope with them, our solution is to apply Laplacian smooth-
ing.

Laplacian smoothing

First, triangles occupying multiple segments are easily detected as the
contact regions. Then, for vertices vi of these triangles, we iteratively
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Figure 5.5 Elbow twisting. The Laplacian smoothing method is applied (5
iterations), resulting in better deformation at the elbow.

Figure 5.6 Leg bending. Laplacian smoothing (3 iterations) enables higher-
order smoothness.

employ Laplacian smoothing, specifically in the form of

vt+1
i = vt

i +
1

∑j∈N (i) ωi,j
∑

j∈N (i)
ωi,j(vt

j − vt
i), (5.2)

where N (i) are one-ring neighbors of vi, and ωi,j are weights com-
puted by the cotangent weighting scheme [Meyer et al. 2003]. In our
implementation, the negative ωi,j are replaced with zero. This smooth-
ing method is simple and satisfies our expectation even in complex
motions including twisting and bending, see Figure 5.4 - 5.6.
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Method 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Initialize (ms)
Single 1.02 3.92 13.63 27.98 52.34 91.48 144.99

Multi-domain 0.18 0.43 1.08 1.90 3.26 5.53 8.51

Runtime (ms)
Single 19.54 30.51 44.94 57.81 72.56 86.56 103.09

Multi-domain 28.17 42.52 58.77 74.11 89.81 105.73 119.82

Total (ms)
Single 20.56 34.43 58.57 85.79 124.90 178.04 248.08

Multi-domain 28.35 42.95 59.85 76.01 93.07 111.26 128.33

Table 5.1 Space deformation timings: Multi-domain interpolation shows ad-
vantage increased in number of samples. Note that the additional runtime
cost in our method, with respect to single RBF interpolation, is introduced by
the smoothing step rather than solving multiple linear systems themselves.
The time is in milliseconds, the mesh has 5,103 vertices and 10,202 trian-
gles.

Computation analysis

In solving the linear system resulting from a radial basis interpolation
function, we have time complexity typically cubic in number of RBF
centers. The computation mainly includes a one-time, pre-computed
LU decomposition of matrix and the runtime evaluations on vertices. In
multi-domain smooth interpolation, we LU-decompose multiple, small
matrices instead of a single, large one. In practice, our results show that
this way is efficient, especially in the case of a dense sampling on sur-
face, and allows for interactive interpolating rates. Euclidean distances,
faster-to-compute than geodesic distances, also can be pre-computed
and cached, hence only the runtime calculations of coefficients are in-
volved, further speeding up the method.

5.3 R E S U LT S

We have implemented our method in C++ on a laptop with an Intel
Core i7 2.4Ghz processor and 6 GB memory. The LU decomposition is
provided by the Eigen library [Guennebaud 2011].

Our method of smooth embedding, based on radial basis functions
with compact support, is smooth enough to interpolate surfaces for
high-quality visualization and rendering. To illustrate this advantage,
three Shepard’s interpolation methods are compared with our method:
trilinear embedding, blending of transformation matrices, and blend-
ing of dual quaternions. As Figure 5.7 shows, these three methods are
not as smooth as RBF interpolation, as they result in unpleasing surface
visualization of a high-resolution polygonal mesh.
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Figure 5.7 Space deformation in Finite Element simulation of voxels as the
volumetric representation of a high-resolution mesh. Trilinear interpolation,
linear blending of transformations or dual quaternions (DQ), are not smooth
enough, resulting in a pattern of stripes on the surface. Our space de-
formation method, based on radial basis functions with compact support,
maintains the smoothness, see the interpolated surfaces visualized under
the same rendering setting, and the close-ups.

Figure 5.8 Increasing the number of samples (dots on surface), shown
as the numbers below, gives rise to similar results, but may improve the
smoothness, see skin regions in black boxes.
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Figure 5.9 Our method is applied in volumetric PriMO energy with voxels.

An experiment is conducted to investigate how the number of sam-
ples affects the performance. We increase the number of RBF centers,
report the deformation results and the resulting timings, shown in Fig-
ure 5.8 and Table 5.1, respectively. Notice that the total time of our
method includes the time for domain decomposition and Laplacian
smoothing (2 iterations), which are two pretty lightweight procedures
involving simple computations as explained above. Our method can
achieve interactive even real-time interpolating rates, and results in
good deformations, with a reasonably small number of samples. Com-
pared to single RBF, multi-domain RBF are more efficient for a denser
sampling on the surface.

The versatility of the method is tested both in simulation of de-
formable solid and volumetric energy, where surface deformation is
decoupled from interior simulation and volumetric deformation, re-
spectively, by embedding, in order to obtain substantial speedups and
simplification of relevant volumetric modeling while maintaining high-
quality visualization of the deformed surface. Recall that the points
(RBF centers) sampled on the surface are embedded inside the vol-
umetric mesh by trilinear embedding, and the surface is deformed
by computing space deformations using our method. The domains
are achieved based on skinning weights. However, instead of man-
ual painting, we compute the weights using an automatic-weighting
method [Dionne & de Lasa 2013] simply because it works with pro-
duction meshes. Thus, the decomposition may yield domains that do
not perfectly correspond to the body parts in an anatomical meaning,
see Figure 5.9. Nevertheless, due to this setting, the results can demon-
strate the effectiveness of our method when it is fully automated. As
Figure 5.9 and 5.10 shows, our method is successfully employed in vol-
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Figure 5.10 Examples of applying our method in volumetric PriMO energy.

umetric deformation based on volumetric PriMO energy [Botsch et al.
2007]. Figure 5.11 shows that our method also succeeds in soft body
animation in particular based on Fast Lattice Shape Matching [Rivers
& James 2007].

In more detail, the volumetric PriMO energy is a computationally ex-
pensive, nonlinear deformation technique. In its test of the Armadillo
model with 5,406 vertices, 10,808 triangles and 300 samples on surface
(Figure 5.9), the space deformation using multi-domain smooth em-
bedding only takes average 0.07 s per frame, whereas the volumetric
deformation costs average 1.64 s per frame, showing that the runtime
cost of space deformation is minimum without introducing significant
overload. Since our method also supports smoothness and local con-
trollability, it can be elegantly combined with the aforementioned ap-
proaches that add realism by supporting interior dynamics and or vol-
ume preservation to deform the character surface.

Our method is also tested in a context of meshless simulation [Müller
et al. 2005, Müller & Chentanez 2011] where the simulation is per-
formed on a set of particles. Particularly, we opt for the one based on
shape matching that is proposed by Müller et al. [Müller et al. 2005].
Given the skinning weights, domain-associated RBF interpolation sys-
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Figure 5.11 Soft body animation: Our space deformation method is applied
in Fast Lattice Shape Matching simulation. The green line indicates the
force exerted on the lattice.

Figure 5.12 Our space deformation method is applied in a meshless simula-
tion environment by exploiting spatial coherence, in the absence of explicit,
spatial relationship between the simulation particles (green dots) and the
target surface. The close-up shows the wire mesh.
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tems are constructed from the sampled points (RBF centers) on surface.
To deform the target surface during the simulation, we need compute
the displacements of the RBF centers based on the positions of the
simulation particles. However, there is no explicit spatial coherence
between the mesh vertices and the particles for embedding. In our
implementation, we search k = 8 spatially nearest simulation parti-
cles for each RBF center, in particular using the Approximate Nearest
Neighbor (ANN) searching algorithm [Arya & Mount 1998]. Then, the
displacement of a RBF center is the weighted sum of the eight parti-
cles’ displacements. Here the weight of a vertex regarding a spatially
coherent particle is simply inverse proportional to the distance between
the vertex and the particle. Figure 5.12 shows soft body animation of
a dragon model that is produced by the meshless simulation [Müller
et al. 2005] combined with our embedding method.

5.4 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter, we have presented a multi-domain space deformation
for character deformation. Our method is based on radial basis func-
tions and domain decomposition, providing high-order smoothness of
the deformed surfaces, and local control over deformations of a branch.
Domains of a character were obtained according to skinning weights,
each domain was attached to a linear RBF system and the seam artifacts
were resolved by Laplacian smoothing. Our method was applied as
space deformation in several scenarios including physics-based char-
acter simulation based on the Finite Element Method, geometrically-
motivated soft body animation, and volumetric deformation based on
minimization of a nonlinear, elastic energy. The results demonstrated
the effectiveness.

For a skinned character with many bones, domains with very small
number of samples are likely to be obtained, making the resulting inter-
polation matrices inefficient as too few coefficients will be determined
for evaluations. To overcome this, a possibility is to group such do-
mains each of which contacts with which others and then update the
RBF systems. Another limitation is that our method itself is not able
to handle skin contact effects, muscular bulges and elastic deforma-
tions which are often left to physics-based simulations [Barbič & James
2005, Kim & James 2011] in space deformation, hence the method is
not well suited to direct skinning.

In deformable character animation, generating a sequence of skin de-
formations by user manipulations is called character rigging. For this
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procedure, generally an artist-friendly rig control is required in order
to reduce the man effort as the artists do not need to directly manipu-
late the skin mesh. For example, the skeleton is often used in animation
authoring, but it has certain drawbacks which will be explained in the
next chapter. We will present a novel rig control based on 3D points
as handles in the next chapter, which overcomes the limitations intro-
duced by the skeleton.
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6
Flexible Point Handles Metaphor for
Character Deformation

In this chapter we describe a novel rig control for character skinning
based on exploiting the 3D points as skinning handles. The space of de-
formations provided by the skeleton-based blend skinning is expanded
by a deformation metaphor we proposed based on point handles. Our
point handles support rigid bending, in addition to stretching, twist-
ing, and supple deformations which are difficult to achieve using a
skeleton consisting of rigid bones. The point handles are easily placed
inside the character body in an automatic manner. Only the pseudo-
edges connecting the point handles need to be manually provided by
users in order to automatically compute the rotations of point handles
from user prescribed translations. However, the connections are freely
defined and do not necessarily result in a skeleton hierarchy. Thus, our
skinning scheme still requires much less man-effort than the skeletal
skinning.

To date, skeletal skinning has dominated the practical usages in de-
formable character animation due to its simplicity and efficiency. In
this skinning scheme, the skeleton is a hierarchy of rigid bones referred
to as handles inside the character, and the skin is moved as an explicit
function of handle transformations.

A manual pipeline of skeleton-based character rigging mainly con-
sists of three sequential phrases: first, designing and fitting a skeleton
into the character body, and second, painting the influence weights
per bone, and finally specifying the transformations of a set of bones.
Before painting, usually a method that automatically computes the
weights is applied in order to reduce the time, as in this context artists
only need to adjust some of the weights. There are several cases where
the number of corrections is reduced. First, the computed weights
are good enough. Second, artists can easily determine the influenc-
ing bone(s) of a body segment so that they will intuitively repaint the
regions assigned with improper weights. At last but not least, the ro-
tation center of each bone is correct enough, as artists will transform
the bones for animation previewing, which is necessary to detect prob-
lematic regions and would be repeated. A common solution is to fit
a skeleton to the character body and anatomically collocate it with the
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Figure 6.1 The weights are visualized using a jet colormap. The white chain
(left) denotes the skeleton and the coordinate frames denote point handles.
Twisting: by twisting the middle joint (point handle), the deformation gener-
ated by LBS with bone weights (a), and LBS with point weights (b). Bend-
ing: a rigid bending generated by LBS with bone weights (c), and a bending
(not rigid) by LBS with point weights (d). Our scheme aims to approximately
recover the local rigidities of a region between two point handles (e).

skin. However, this solution is cumbersome, as transforming a joint
often shifts its incident bone(s) outside the body due to the skele-
ton hierarchy. The hierarchical structure also complicates skeleton-
based automatic skinning. On the one hand, automatic skeleton ex-
traction [Shapira et al. 2008] does not guarantee that the resulting line
segments lie inside the object’s volume. On the other hand, embedding
an existing skeleton inside a shape is a difficult problem. Although well
embedded skeletons have been produced, they were achieved by solv-
ing a continuous optimization of joint locations specific to humanoid
shapes [Baran & Popović 2007], or a nonlinear optimization where
users provide joint location hints [Jacobson et al. 2014].

In contrast to the skeleton, point handles are easy to place inside
an object’s volume, and each point handle is independently positioned
without influencing the positioning of other point handles. Moreover,
point handles with associated weight functions (e.g. [Jacobson et al.
2011]) are highly suitable for handling stretching, twisting [Jacobson &
Sorkine 2011], and supple skin regions [Jacobson et al. 2011], which are
difficult to achieve by linear blend skinning (LBS) with only a scalar
weight function per bone. However, LBS with point handles are un-
suitable to bend limbs rigidly if the point handles are placed at joint
locations so that they are rigged as intuitively as joints. In this chap-
ter, the influence weights computed for point handles are referred to
as point weights, and the weights computed for bones are referred to as
bone weights. As Figure 6.1 illustrates, because point weights by con-
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struction vary over the shape more than bone weights which only vary
around joints, LBS with them respectively will result in rather different
deformations. LBS with point weights produces interesting twisting
spread over the entire shape, while LBS with bone weights twists the
shape only near the middle joint. LBS with bone weights produces a
rigid bending, while LBS with point weights fails. Alternatively, for a
rigid bending point handles can be placed at bone centers if one already
knew the characteristics of point weights. However, the intuitiveness
of specifying transformations is lost.

Because of the aforementioned flexibility of point handles, we pro-
pose a fully point handles based skinning scheme that also produces
rigid bending desired for articulated deformable characters. This novel
scheme will richly expand the space of deformations possible with LBS
with only per point handle scalar weight functions.

To support rigid bending, we propose a method that automatically
recovers the local rigidities of limbs via minimizing a surface-based,
as-rigid-as-possible deformation energy. The minimization problem is
subjected to deformed positions, computed by LBS with point weights,
of a set of point handles’ nearby vertices. As point handles are placed
exactly at joints which are located where they would be in a real world
skeleton, a region between two point handles deforms as-rigidly-as-
possible as a rigid limb by solving the constrained minimization prob-
lem. Point handles are not in a hierarchical structure as rigid bones,
hence inverse kinematics or motion capture techniques cannot be ap-
plied to facilitate the input of transformations. Instead, their trans-
formations have to be manually specified through a two-dimensional
interface common to animation authoring. To reduce the degrees of
freedom, a functionality inferring rotations from translations is devel-
oped. So only translations, easily and intuitively prescribed by moving
the mouse, are required to users. Compared to automatic skeletal skin-
ning, automatic skinning with point handles is easily achieved based
on a mesh-segmentation method.

Our scheme has shown advantages by a variety of experimental re-
sults:

i. It provides a cheap and robust way of producing rigid bending,
and maintaining shape details, in terms of user interactions and
computational time.

ii. It allows versatile posing by adjusting the positional constraints
of the as-rigid-as-possible deformation energy on-the-fly.
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iii. It retains the intuitiveness of rigging a skeletal character by plac-
ing point handles at joint locations, and the simplicity of LBS.

6.1 P R E V I O U S W O R K

Linear blend skinning (LBS) with a hierarchy of rigid bones gives rise
to joint-collapse artifacts near joints such as shoulders, wrists, or even
elbows if these exhibit large rotations. To cope with such artifacts, one
possiblity is to expand the expressive power of LBS by either supply-
ing additional weights per bone [Wang & Phillips 2002, Merry et al.
2006], or adding virtual bones expressed as their transformations and
weights [Wang et al. 2007, Kavan et al. 2009]. The new data has to be au-
tomatically computed using example poses [Jacobson & Sorkine 2011],
which often do not exist. Another solution is to linearly blend unit dual
quaternions instead of transformation matrices, forming the method
called dual quaternion skinning (DQS) [Kavan et al. 2007] which is
more computationally expensive than LBS.

It is also possible to reduce the number of LBS artifacts by replacing
rigid bones with other types of handles. Works such as [Yang et al.
2006, Forstmann et al. 2007] use curve skeletons to fix joint-collapse.
Curved skeletons need new rigging controls that are inconsistent with
the existing rigging pipeline [Kavan et al. 2008]. A lattice of control
points, used in free-form deformation [Sederberg & Parry 1986], is
easy to design, but it is unsuitable for the control of concave objects
due to its regular structure. A cage [Ju et al. 2005], as a general con-
trol polyhedron loosely enclosing the target surface, has a better match
of degrees of freedom to the enclosed geometry, thereby allowing pre-
cise area control such as bulging and thinning in regions of interest.
However, a control mesh is tedious to establish and manipulate.

Points are perhaps the easiest handles to establish. Existing auto-
matic bone weights methods such as [Baran & Popović 2007] may be
trivially adapted to compute the influence weights for point handles.
Jacobson et al. [Jacobson et al. 2011] proposed a method well suited
for computing point weights. Although the method is slow to com-
pute and requires a volume discretization, its resulting weights pro-
duce the highest quality deformations [Jacobson & Sorkine 2011]. Once
good point weights are available, the transformation of a vertex at run-
time is computed by linearly blending point transformations. LBS with
point handles is suitable for handling stretching, twisting [Jacobson &
Sorkine 2011], and supple deformation which requires a skeleton with
many bones in skeletal skinning. However, it is much less effective
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at bending limbs rigidly than skeleton-based LBS. Furthermore, LBS,
as a closed-form blending technique, has no shape-preserving prop-
erty. Variational methods [Sorkine & Alexa 2007, Botsch & Sorkine
2008] compute high-quality shape preserving deformations for arbi-
trary handles at points, but at a greater runtime cost.

Since each of the aforementioned handle types shows its own advan-
tages, a hybrid of two or more handle types has been demonstrated to
expand the space of deformations possible with LBS: a hybrid of point
and bones [Jacobson & Sorkine 2011], and a hybrid of points, cages and
bones [Jacobson et al. 2011]. Although the flexibility of point handles
has been demonstrated, until now a fully point handles based skinning
method remains to be developed.

6.2 S K I N N I N G W I T H P O I N T W E I G H T S

To achieve rigid bending with point handles is difficult. On the one
hand, this is because it is not so clear where the deformation point han-
dles should be placed for rigid bending. On the other hand, rigging the
point handles for rigid bending is not as intuitive as rigging a skeleton,
in which case the point handles are intuitively and anatomically placed
between conjoint near-rigid segments. In contrast, tediously and care-
fully rotating the point handles is required, as point weights vary over
the region between two point handles.

Assuming that good point weights are available, it is no doubt that
associated weights of the vertices in some distances to each point han-
dle fall into a rather small range close to 1. These vertices form a
small region in the vicinity of each point handle. Here, good weights
should at least satisfy the properties of locality and smoothness. So
in the context of blend skinning, on the one hand the deformation of
the proximal region per point handle is nearly rigid. In other words,
the weight map per point handle captures the local rigidities of such a
region. On the other hand, the region’s deformation accurately and in-
tuitively fits the transformation of the point handle since the associated
weights are large enough.

Our solution is to impose a rigidness regularization to the vertices
between two point handles, by solving an energy minimization prob-
lem. The objective function is subjected to the positions of proximal
vertices per point handle, which are computed in the spirit of LBS.
Thus, our framework retains the simplicity of modeling the user con-
straints as blend skinning, while the users specify the handle transfor-
mations rather than directly prescribe the vertex positions.
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6.2.1 Modeling framework

Given a skinning model consisting of H point handles, a skin mesh
S containing N vertices {v1, ..., vN} and M triangles {t1, ..., tM} at rest
pose, each vertex vi is bound to the handles by influence weights ex-
pressed as a vector wi = (wi,1, ..., wi,H). Given the transformations of
point handles (C f

1 , ..., C f
H) at frame f , optimal deformation is computed

by solving the minimization problem

min Es(S
′
) =

N

∑
i=1

∑
j∈N1(vi)

ωi,j ‖ (v
′
i − v

′
j)− Ri(vi − vj) ‖2

s.t. v
′
k = vk

H

∑
j=1

wk,jC
f
j , k ∈ H,

(6.1)

where H is the set of indices of the proximal vertices, ωi,j are per-edge
weights between vi and each one-ring neighbor vj ∈ N1(vi). Ri of
vertex vi is derived using the same procedure described in chapter 2.

The solution consists of two steps. First, compute an initial guess as
v
′
i = vi ∑H

j=1 wi,jC
f
j , and approximate the local rotations Ri based on v

′
i.

Second, new positions v
′
i are obtained by solving Eq. (6.1). We follow

the same procedure as [Sorkine & Alexa 2007] to compute the partial
derivatives w.r.t. v

′
i. By setting the partial derivatives to zero w.r.t. each

v
′
i, a sparse linear system of equations is achieved, which can be solved

efficiently by the sparse Cholesky factorization. The minimization is
iteratively performed by alternately re-computing local rotations and
solving the equation until it reaches the number of iterations specified
by users.

Closely similar to the surface modeling framework [Sorkine & Alexa
2007], our framework also minimizes the changes of edge lengths to
obtain as-rigid-as possible (ARAP) deformations. However, we com-
pute positional constraints in the sprit of linear blend skinning. Thus,
users only need to move the point handles without manually select-
ing a set of vertices on the surface. Also, an initial guess is computed
by LBS rather than using the Laplacian surface editing (LSE) [Sorkine
et al. 2004] method. Since LBS has a closed-form formula, it is much
faster than LSE, and can produce a reasonable degree of local rigidity
in bending with point weights. Thus, the number of iterations required
to reach a desired rigid bending will be reduced w.r.t. the LSE-based
solution.
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Figure 6.2 Point weights are displayed as colors in the two images on the
left. Both LBS and DQS with point handles are unsuitable to bend a shape
rigidly. Our scheme (LBS+ARAP) automatically refines the region between
two point handles to be as-rigid-as-possible via minimizing a rigidity energy
constructed over the shape. The minimization problem is subjected to the
positions of a set of point handles’ proximal vertices (reddish parts of the
rightmost image).

Figure 6.3 The torus is deformed. (a) Discontinuities appear around the
point handles. (b) With a Laplacian smoothness regularization, such arti-
facts are suppressed.

Our method is depicted in Figure 6.2. Since the objective function is
subjected to hard constraints consisting of computed vertex positions
using LBS, discontinuities can appear near handle positions. Such ar-
tifacts can be easily suppressed, see Figure 6.3, by moving the vertices
in the direction of the Laplacian

v
′
i opt = v

′
i +

1
∑j∈N (i) ωi,j

∑
j∈N (i)

ωi,j(v
′
j − v

′
i). (6.2)

In fact, only the positions of proximal vertices need to be re-optimized.
For the regions between two point handles, optimal results have al-
ready been reached due to the rigidness regularization resulting from
a solution of Eq. 6.1.
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6.2.2 Degrees of freedom

The transformations of point handles are manually specified through
a 2D user interface common to animation authoring. Through such an
interface, rotations that are necessary to LBS (see Figure 6.4), however,
are non-trivial and less intuitive to specify than translations that are
directly proportional to mouse movements. We present methods that
automatically infer rotations from user-specified translations.

Figure 6.4 Box: With the presence of only translation of the transforming
point handle (coordinate frame), LBS gives rise to shape distortion (a). Ad-
ditionally providing a rotation removes the distortion artifact (b). Starfish:
given the pseudo-edges (dash lines) (c), accompanying rotations are in-
ferred from user-prescribed translations. For the middle point handle, the
fast recursion sum method taking about 6 ms yields self-intersection, ren-
dered into a black hole (e). The method based on computing eigenvector of
a matrix addresses this limitation (d), though it takes about 16.6 ms.

Given P point handles denoted by pi ∈ R3, i ∈ {1, ..., P}, each point
handle has E user-defined incident pseudo-edges, defined as three-
dimensional vectors pi(k) = pi − pj, k ∈ {1, ..., E} at rest pose, and
p
′

i(k) = p
′
i − p

′
j after translations. The rotation between two vectors

pi(k) and p
′

i(k) is represented using quaternion denoted by qi(k). The
final rotation denoted by qi of point handle pi is an average of all qi(k),
k ∈ {1, ..., E}.

Notice that, unlike the skeleton, the pseudo-edges do not necessarily
lie inside the volume and conform to a skeleton structure. In fact, there
is a large degree of freedom on connecting the point handles as long
as no one is isolated, such that, for each point handle, the definition of
the rotation axis is facilitated.
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The half-quaternion method is used to calculate the rotation about
an axis between two vectors, simply because it saves some square-root
calculations and ensures a “shortest arc” solution. For an average of
only two quaternions, the well-known spherical linear interpolation
(Slerp) can be applied. In the presence of more quaternions, a simple
and fast way is to average by a recursion sum algorithm

avg(qi(E)) =

{ 1
E (qi(E) + avg(qi(E−1))) E ≥ 2

qi(1) E = 1.
(6.3)

This method yields a valid average only if the quaternions are relatively
close to each other.

A more accurate method comes at the price of reduced speed. How-
ever, because the number of incident edges per point handle is small,
the overload is minimal. This method first converts the quaternions
qi(k)(w, x, y, z) as four-dimensional column vectors ~qi(k)(x, y, z, w) and
then build a matrix as

M =
1
E

E

∑
k=1

~qi(k) ~qi(k)
T. (6.4)

The final quaternion is the (convert back) eigenvector corresponding
to the largest eigenvalue of the matrix. Figure 6.4 depicts a visual
comparison between two methods.

6.2.3 Automatic skinning

Point handles are easily placed within the character volume with the
help of ray-triangle intersection for instance, and their positions can
be anatomically guided to users. For example, the positions of point
handles tend to be joint locations in a humanoid character. Targeting a
fully automatic skinning scheme, a method is developed to automati-
cally determine the placements of deformation point handles.

In articulated deformable characters, the thickness of a body seg-
ment is often different to its conjoint segments, and the skin of such
a segment deforms as-rigidly-as-possible. Recall that in our method
the region between two point handles is as-rigid-as-possible, thus, for
a polygonal mesh, it is natural to place the point handles between con-
joint segments with different thickness. The shape-diameter-function
(SDF) values [Shapira et al. 2008] measure the diameter of an object’s
volume in the neighborhood of each vertex on the surface, providing a
direct way to detect near-rigid segments. Our method is based on SDF
values.
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Figure 6.5 Segments with different thicknesses, indicated by different col-
ors, are obtained based on SDF values (a). Point handles are automat-
ically placed between conjoint segments (b), and their influence weights,
displayed as colors in (c), are computed. The character is posed by trans-
lating point handles (coordinate frames). Note that rotations are inferred.

First, a hard-clustering is performed on the raw SDF values to ob-
tain pairwise facet and cluster-id. Second, candidate vertices occupying
multiple clusters are picked out if their hosting triangles have a differ-
ent cluster-id. For each candidate: a ray along the inverse normal is cast
from the vertex position, and then a point as an intermediate result is
picked on the line of the ray according to half of the associated SDF
value. This ensures that all picked points lie inside the volume. Finally,
the position of a point handle is the center of a spatially grouped set of
intermediate points, guaranteeing that all point handles are inside the
volume.

Once the skin is bound to deformation point handles by influence
weights computed using an automatic weights method such as [Jacob-
son et al. 2011], the character is ready for animation. Figure 6.5 depicts
our method applied to a humanoid character.

6.3 R E S U LT S A N D D I S C U S S I O N

Our method was implemented in C++ on a laptop with an Intel Core
i7 2.4Ghz processor and 6 GB memory. The sparse Cholesky solver
and two-sided Jacobi SVD decomposition, provided by the Eigen li-
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Figure 6.6 l = 0.98 for the handle model, l = 0.95 for the human model,
and the number of iterations is 3, giving rise to the results. The numbers
below are RMS errors. LBS with point handles fails to bend limbs rigidly.
Our scheme gives rise to comparable, visual and quantitative results w.r.t.
skeleton-based LBS.

brary [Guennebaud 2011], were used to solve the minimization for-
mula and to compute rotations Ri, respectively. The cotangent-weight
formula [Meyer et al. 2003] instead of uniform weights is used to com-
pute per-edge weights ωi,j, avoiding deformation artifacts [Sorkine &
Alexa 2007].

Bone weights are much more intuitive to paint by artists than point
weights. However, seeking an automatic scheme is a primary goal in
skinning. Thus, to obtain fair comparisons, the influence weights of
bones and point handles are computed. Bounded biharmonic weights
(BBW) [Jacobson et al. 2011] are computed as influence weights for
point handles and bones, respectively, because they are smooth, local
and shape-aware, and have experimentally produced high-quality de-
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formations [Jacobson et al. 2011, Jacobson & Sorkine 2011]. Since BBW
requires a priori volume discretization, we obtain it by voxelization in-
stead of tetrahedral meshing, avoiding dealing with self-intersection
and non-manifoldness. The computation then could be largely in-
creased since a voxel grid is usually denser than a tetrahedral repre-
sentation, but it is a tolerable, one-time precomputation taking dozens
of seconds for a polygonal mesh with reasonable geometric complexity.

Two animated models mainly containing deformations of rigid bend-
ing are used to demonstrate the effectiveness of our method. They
include a hand model with 33 frames and 1,926 vertices, a human
model with 54 frames and 3,557 vertices. Deformations resulting from
skeleton-based LBS (LBS+bones) are considered as the ground-truth,
as bones are naturally effective for rigid bending. Joint locations are
directly used as point handle positions. For rendering of the deformed
mesh, vertex normals are recomputed on CPU.

For each point handle, our method needs to determine vk, k ∈ H
(recall Section 6.2.1) as positional constraints. A vertex is selected if
its largest weight is larger than a threshold l. Note that the associated
weights of a vertex consist of a set of per-point weights, as mostly
a vertex is influenced by multiple point handles. Due to the locality
offered by BBW, such vertices are well located in the vicinity of point
handles.

An error metric w.r.t. the ground truth is formulated to quantita-
tively evaluate the methods. The lower the computed value is, the more
rigidly the limbs are bent. We first resize the models so that their rest
poses are tightly enclosed by a unit cube. Then, the metric is calculated
as

ERMS =
∑F

f=1 ∑N
i=1 ‖ bv f

i − pv f
i ‖2

√
3NF

, (6.5)

where F denotes the number of frames, N is the number of vertices,
bv f and pv f are deformed vertices at frame f resulting from a method
with bone weights and point weights, respectively. This form of metric
has been reported to be less sensitive to global motions [Kavan et al.
2010].

As Figure 6.6 shows, LBS with point handles fails in producing rigid
bending. Our method, called LBS+ARAP+Point handles, produces bet-
ter visual and quantitative results.

Relationships between computational time and the number of itera-
tions used to solving the minimization problem, called ARAP iterations
for short, between ERMS and the number of ARAP iterations, between
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Figure 6.7 Left (l = 0.9): Computational time (in seconds) increases along
with the number of ARAP iterations. The shape is bent more rigidly by
increasing iterations, hence mainly the error is reduced along with iterations.
By specifying 3 iterations, the lowest error is obtained. Right (iterations =
3): The pattern of the discrete curve shows that mainly the error is reduced
by increasing l. In the handle model, mostly, the largest weights of the
vertices in the vicinity of a point handle lie in the range from 0.97 to 0.98.
Specifying l as a value in this range yields positional constraints, in turn
deformations, different to the results generated by other values also in that
range. As a result, a sudden drop happens.

Figure 6.8 The cactus at rest pose (a) is skinned with four point handles. A
pose is achieved by moving two point handles in branch (coordinate frames)
and fixing the one at the base (b). In this case, only these three point han-
dles are used to define positional constraints of ARAP. If one desires locally
controlled deformation of a branch, our scheme allows it by additionally en-
abling the middle point handle (white) to provide its proximal vertices as new
constraints on-the-fly (c). LBS also produces such a deformation style (d),
but the branches are over-stretched, compared to our scheme, see close
ups.
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Figure 6.9 LBS and DQS do not maintain surface details during deforma-
tions, while our method (LBS+ARAP) does. DQS aims at volume preserva-
tion, but without considering the realism of posture. For example, the inter-
esting twisting of the cylinder is lost when using DQS. Models in rectangle
are in their rest poses.

ERMS and threshold l, are tested on the hand model. Figure 6.7 reports
the results. Though the computational time increases along with the
number of iterations, our energy minimization runs three iterations to
yield the lowest error. In cases of larger iterations, the shape is bent
more rigidly by our scheme than by skeleton-based LBS. So, the er-
ror then is slightly increased. This happened as the bone lengths of
the hand model are small. Since BBW yields local and shape-aware
weights [Jacobson et al. 2011, Jacobson & Sorkine 2011], the threshold
l is decided intuitively, reducing user errors. As a result, no sharp line
is observed in the right subplot.

Discussion. The use of a skeleton is known to facilitate the input of
bone motions by either motion capture techniques or inverse kinemat-
ics. Currently, point handles’ counterparts are joints of a corresponding
skeletal model in order to maintain an anatomical embedding. Due to
this setting, bone transformations were directly reused as point handle
transformations in our experiments. As a consequence, the aforemen-
tioned techniques (e.g. inverse kinematics) facilitating motion input
have been investigated in skinned models based on the point handle
metaphor, and encouraging results have been obtained.
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Compelling deformations can be obtained by ARAP (as-rigid-as-
possible deformation energy) with few user edits. This has been demon-
strated in ARAP-based surface modeling [Sorkine & Alexa 2007] for
instance. This advantage can be augmented to reduce the degrees of
freedom for certain character postures in our skinning scheme based
on point handles. Given a skinned model with many point handles,
the user specifies only a subset of the degrees of freedom, and the rest
deformations are automatically determined using the nonlinear ARAP.
This is similar to the method [Jacobson et al. 2012] that uses nonlin-
ear, rigidity energies to infer the rest skinning transformations. It is
also allowed to adjust the positional constraints of ARAP on-the-fly.
As Figure 6.8 shows, an extra point handle is enabled to provide its
proximal vertices as positional constraints. As a result, resulting defor-
mations are locally controlled if desired. In this case, the newly enabled
point handle actually serves to occlude the rotation propagations from
the moving point handle to the regions far away. As Figure 6.8 and 6.9
show, closed-form blending techniques, such as LBS and DQS, do not
support shape-details preservation, but our scheme dose.

6.4 C O N C L U S I O N S

In this chapter, we have presented a novel skinning scheme based on
point handles, which are much easier to design and embed into the
character body than a skeleton. Our method addressed the limita-
tion of bending, when using a conventional blend skinning with point
weights, by optimizing the vertex positions using a nonlinear, rigid-
ity energy. We have demonstrated the effectiveness of our method by
experimental results of two animation models mainly containing rigid
bending. Automatic skinning has been explored in order to reduce the
manual work. Also, our method allows for versatile posing and it is
robust to large deformations.

Currently, point handles are considered as counterparts of joints.
In cases of skinned models with long bones, the mesh part wrapping
around a long bone might not be rigid enough when bending by our
scheme. This is because we only defines constraints on edge lengths in
order to obtain substantial speedups. To overcome this, a possibility is
to automatically place the point handles based on Schelling points [Chen
et al. 2012], which is a method used to predict that where 3D points
as handles are likely to be on a mesh. To further obtain speedups,
existing weight reduction techniques [Landreneau & Schaefer 2010, Le
& Deng 2013] can be incorporated into our skinning scheme to reduce
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the computational cost of a dense-weight skinning model.
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Part IV

Concluding Remarks
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7
Conclusion

In this thesis we have presented the results of various studies on elas-
tic deformation with a focus on deformable character animation. Our
research has resulted in a number of scientific contributions, which we
will summarize here.

In Chapter 3 we studied physics-based virtual human modeling,
in particular the simulation of skin dynamics. We have presented
a method for modeling and simulating the human neck. Relevant
anatomical structures available in a 3D model of human musculoskele-
tal system were modeled as deformable or linked rigid bodies. We
coupled the soft-hard bodies using soft constraints via elastic springs,
and bound the skin to underlying bodies in an anatomical manner. Fi-
nally, we formulated a Lagrangian dynamic system numerically solved
by time integration. Our work involved linear elastic constraints for
soft-hard bodies coupling, manual mesh pruning, manual muscles-
bones coupling, automatic skin-muscle connection based on the closest
point projection, semi-implicit integrator, making our approach very
pragmatic. The simulations were performed at interactive rates on a
modern computer. Experimental results were provided to show the
high level of realism our model offered. In conclusion, we successfully
found the tradeoff between speed and accuracy to obtain a realistic yet
interactive simulation.

In Chapter 4, we have presented two methods that can approxi-
mately preserve the volume of an object and or the shape locality. The
use of a voxel grid as the volumetric representation led to a simpli-
fication of the implementation and computational acceleration of the
methods. Three space deformation methods, trading off speed against
realism, were developed to project back the volumetric deformations to
the target surface. The results showed the effectiveness in character de-
formation, implying that our methods can be used in computer games
and animation. In particular, the method based on energy minimiza-
tion efficiently suppressed well-known artifacts such as candy wrap-
ping and joint collapsing of linear bend skinning, and joint bulging of
dual quaternion skinning.

In Chapter 5, we have presented a method that computes space
deformations for deformable character animation based on domain-
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decomposition and scattered data interpolation. Given a character, we
partitioned it into multiple domains according to skinning weights, and
attached each to a linear system without seam artifacts. Examples were
presented for articulated deformable characters with localized changes
in deformation of each near-rigid body part. The results showed that
our method supported smoothness and local controllability of defor-
mations, and achieved interactive interpolating rates. Our method can
be used in combination with deformation energies, known to provide
preservation of shape and volumetric features, or simulation of de-
formable bodies, known to enable interior dynamics. As a result, our
method is suitable for character deformation where elastic deforma-
tions are desired.

In Chapter 6 we studied the flexibility of character rigging. To re-
duce the man effort required by skeletal skinning and allow for larger
space of deformations, we developed a skinning scheme based on point
handles, which are automatically placed inside the character body. The
scheme bends limbs nearly as skeletal skinning does, and also effec-
tively accomplishes other tasks such as shape details preservation and
supple deformations, which are difficult to achieve by rigid bones. The
science behind our scheme lies in the minimization of a surface-based,
nonlinear rigidity energy subject to point handles. The effectiveness
of our scheme was demonstrated by a variety of experimental results,
showing that it could be an alternative to skeletal skinning.

7.1 O U T L O O K

The work in this thesis presents a step forward in the field of character
deformation. Even so, there are numerous directions for interesting
future work. In this section we will discuss some possible guidelines.

In Chapter 3, we only presented the empirical results of the human
neck simulation. This weakness could be overcome by performing de-
tailed studies: how the manual pruning of muscles, the bone-muscle
coupling, and the number of simulation elements impact on the re-
sulting visual quality. The resulting analysis will report the robustness
of our neck model. Another possible contribution is to assess the vi-
sual quality of the results by conducting a comparison with the state of
the art animation techniques like capturing real subjects that exploit 3D
scanning device to directly capture the skin deformation.

For the work described in Chapter 4, certain balance constraints
should be incorporated into the volumetric, elastic energy which cur-
rently only preserves the edge lengths of the lattice. By implementing
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that, our method would provide the physical aspects of the deforma-
tion realism for character animations such as walking, running, and
dancing. It would be also interesting to research a way that supports
skeletal rigging of our volumetric, elastic model, notably by adding
constraints on bone lengths.

In Chapter 5, the space deformation technique is based on radial ba-
sis functions and domain decomposition. However, the computations
introduced by RBF are still somewhat expensive regarding the real time
request. Thus, the main future research should lie in how to obtain bet-
ter speed ups. On the one hand, we could resort to parallel computing.
On the other hand, we may explore other alternatives of the RBF kernel
like the thin plate spline. The naive Laplacian smoothing used to deal
with the seam artifacts has drawbacks: it might be not able to maintain
the smoothness in large rotational deformations. Thus, a search for a
better alternative method should be performed.

In Chapter 6, we minimized a surface-based elastic energy to im-
prove the surface quality in deformation. However, the minimization
was directly performed in the full space which is expensive, where ver-
tex positions are degrees of freedom. It might be possible to reduce the
computational costs by calculating minimum within the skinning sub-
space as the method described in [Jacobson et al. 2012], where only the
skinning transformations are degrees of freedom. Also, it could be pos-
sible to support limb bending by providing additional skinning degrees
of freedom rather than to tune the proximity of the point handles. The
automatic placement of salient point handles is worth further research.
It would be elegant if the point handle placements are anatomically-
inspired rather than joint-centered. If so, the skinning weights of point
handles will leave room for artistic control such as manually painting
the weights.

Since elastic models have demonstrated their effectiveness in de-
formation as described in this thesis, they hold promise for charac-
ter deformation. In the foreseeable future, there will be increasingly
emerging techniques based on elasticity simulation or geometrically-
motivated elastic models for interactive, or even real-time character
deformation.
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Samenvatting

Dit proefschrift bevat de resultaten van ons onderzoek naar realistis-
che deformatie van 3D modellen en simulatie van huid. Onze aanpak
houdt het volume van het object dat gedeformeerd wordt constant ter-
wijl de details van de vorm behouden worden. Daarnaast houdt onze
methode rekening met interne dynamische structuren zoals spieren,
die cruciaal zijn voor realistische huiddeformatie. De elasticiteit van
de huid wordt gesimuleerd door middel van ofwel een fysisch model,
ofwel de minimalisatie van de elastische energie over het oppervlak
van het object. We laten zien dat onze methode werkt door het toe te
passen op het simuleren van een menselijke nek, een lichaamsdeel dat
tot nu toe weinig aandacht binnen het onderzoek heeft gekregen, maar
wel belangrijk is voor realistische animatie.

We hebben vervolgens een aantal simplificaties van de simulatie uit-
gewerkt, waardoor we in staat zijn om een realistische deformatie te
produceren met een interactieve, of in sommige gevallen zelfs real-time
frame rate. Dit maakt onze aanpak geschikt voor real-time graphics-
applicaties zoals games. We gebruiken technieken zoals scattered data
interpolation en domain decomposition als basis voor een deformatiemeth-
ode die lokale, continue deformaties van ledematen ondersteunt. Deze
methode wordt vervolgens gecombineerd met de genoemde elastische
methode om huid te laten deformeren. Tenslotte presenteren we een
nieuw controlemechanisme om 3D modellen te animeren, met behulp
van punten die op het model geplaatst worden. Dit resulteert in een
nieuwe manier van huiddeformatie die net zo goede, en soms betere
resultaten oplevert dan traditionele skinning-technieken op basis van
een skelet.
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